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Zinfandel and Barbera, two red varieties whose local fortunes have ebbed and flowed for well over a hundred years, get a long look 
in this month’s issue. Both share in having been first planted in California during the nineteenth century and are among the very few 
grapes not from France that have succeeded in finding an enduring niche in the vinous landscape of the West Coast. Zinfandel, 
whose European origins are still subject to minor debate, has become California’s Heritage grape and accounts for most of the state’s 
oldest extant vineyards, while Barbera looks to be undergoing something of a mini revival. 

Both have long been planted in hot inland districts and used chiefly in cheaper generic blends, but both have also found favor with 
artisan winemakers who recognized that they are capable of making interesting wines when treated as legitimate varieties on their 
own. Zinfandel, of course, has overcome its humble beginnings and countless fine examples are found from Napa, Sonoma and 
Mendocino to Paso Robles and the Sierra Foothills. 

Barbera’s local history, however, is marked by very few high points, and, after a brief and rather limited bit of interest in the 1960s and 
1970s, Barbera has claimed a tiny following at best. It has, in fact, been a very long time since we have taken the time and space to 
review California Barberas, but a critical mass of quality offerings, mostly from Amador County, has been reached, and we have been 
pleasantly surprised at just how good many of the wines are.

The road to success for Chardonnay has, by comparison, been as smooth as can be, and fashion and fame have come far easier 
than for Zinfandel and Barbera. It started getting serious attention in the 1960s, and its popularity soared in the following decade. It 
has steadily gathered fans on its way to becoming the most widely planted fine-wine variety in California today. Its arc of achievement 
continues to climb with the two outstanding harvests of 2012 and 2013. With its broad range of styles from buttery to bright, it offers 
something to like for most every taste, and there are simply no pretenders to its throne.

ZINFANDEL 

We have always been great fans of good Zinfandel, especially when tomatoey pastas and savory pork dishes are on the menu, but 
good Zinfandel can rise to serious heights, and the better versions are far more than simple “spaghetti reds.”

CHARDONNAY
The beat goes on. California’s most popular white grape has shown remarkable success first in 2012 and then again in 2013, and 
good just keeps getting better. The number of outstanding examples is striking, and the best, such as the new lot from David Ramey, 
will stand with the finest in the world. 

BARBERA
A small, but significant number of new Barbera bottlings is causing a few heads to turn, and, while still limited in number and unlikely 
to become the “next big thing” in California, there are more than a few from the Sierra Foothills that wine lovers should most definitely try. 

BEST BUYS
Cabernet Sauvignon, its Bordelaise cousin Merlot and a handful of noteworthy offerings made from white Rhône varietals earn an 
appreciative nod for fine value in this issue. 
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AVAILABILITY

3 Generally available in most market areas.

1 Limited production and/or limited geographic distribution.

O Very limited availability.

GV Good Value

S Soft and fruity wine. Quaffable by itself or with light foods.

F Crisp white. Medium acid and dry. Fish or delicate flavored foods.

C Mellow white. Dry to slightly sweet. Enough acid for white meats.

l Full and balanced dry White. Try with rich seafood and fowl dishes.

L	 Light Red and powerhouse White. Fowl, veal and light meats.

B Medium Red. Balanced, good depth, medium tannin.  
 Beef and lamb.

T Robust Red. Full tannin, intense flavors. For highly spiced  
 meat dishes.

d Sweet Dessert wine. Enjoyable by itself or with sweet desserts.

DRINKABILITY 

D Drinkable now. Unlikely to improve with further aging.

I Drinkable now. Further bottle aging can improve this wine.

A Cellar for future drinking. Wine will improve with bottle aging.

U Not suitable for drinking.

OUTSTANDING WINES CHARACTERISTICS & TRADITIONAL USE WITH FOOD

Tasting Note Legend

NOTE: Wines not marked with stars are often delightful wines. Each has unique 
virtues and any of these wines may be the best wine to serve your needs 
based on value, availability or for your dining and taste preferences. *Prices – 
Approximately California full retail prices. 

Connoisseurs’ Guide tastings are conducted with                 Stemware.

 *** THREE STARS: (95-98 points) An exceptional wine.   
  Worth a special search of the market.

 ** TWO STARS:  (91-94 points) A highly distinctive wine.  
  Likely to be memorable.

 * ONE STAR: (87-90 points) Fine example of a type or  
  style of wine. Without notable flaws.
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Although Zinfandel has not been wholly ignored in today’s debates about fine 
wine styles, it has also not often been at the center of discussion. Arguments 
about the supposed “rights” and “wrongs” of Zinfandel and how it should and 
should not be made rarely invoke quite the same hot-under-the-collar passion 
reserved for the likes of Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. Most 

of the battles over stylistic “correctness” ultimately come down to old-world versus new-world models wherein the latter are said to emphasize 
ripeness and generous fruit while the former aim for nuance and an oh-so-elusive sense of place. It is, perhaps, not surprising that Zinfandel is 
less often the target since it comes without a significant European pedigree and thus has no classic model at which to point. 

Zinfandel is very arguably a grape that wants to be ripe, yet its necessary ripeness in no way precludes a fairly broad range of styles. It can succeed 
famously in any number of guises from rich and full-bodied to brighter, more structured and balanced, but, when expressed in minimalist, less 
than fully ripe terms, it more often than not turns out to be wiry and uncomfortable stuff. 

It has been an important wine grape in terms acreage for a very long time in California and today remains the second most widely planted red 
variety behind Cabernet Sauvignon. It has been around for more than one-hundred-and-fifty years and has been taken seriously by some for 
at least the last fifty, but its rise to respectability has come in fits and starts without a steady trajectory that has always been pointed up. It is not 
without its champions, but it still struggles to gain the widespread regard of its more famous cousins, and, if its fans have been remarkably loyal, 
it now faces the need to attract a new generation of wine lovers

The amount of Zinfandel grown has remained more or less static for a number of years now, and, as has been the case in the past, the majority 
comes from the state’s comparatively hot Central Valley and finds its way into generic red blends. There has been no great rush of new plantings 
in the cooler districts where it shines at its brightest, and competition has clearly increased among vintners looking to claim a share from the 
best coastal vineyards, especially those whose vines are very old. 

That there is a following for very good Zinfandel is reflected in the steadily increasing prices claimed by the better bottlings – the first $100 
version makes its debut in this issue – but, in the main, they lag well behind those of upper echelon Cabernet and Pinot Noir. That, too, may owe 
a bit to its shadowy, less-than-exalted European past, but, for whatever the reasons, artful Zinfandel can offer a taste of something genuinely 
special without breaking the bank. 

In recent years, many of the world’s benchmark wines have become so outlandishly expensive that they are rare, special-occasion indulgences for 
all but the deep-pocketed few. The rest of us may find ourselves looking at Classified Growths, Grand Crus and the finest cuvées of Rutherford and 
Oakville from afar in coming years. Yet, because Zinfandel does and will continue to produce a bounty of very good, relatively affordable wines, 
and it just might be that the tide of its ebb-and-flow fortunes are about to shift once again.  
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* it BELLA Lily Hill Estate Dry Creek Valley 2012
Here again is an intense, fully packed youngster that is presently 
on the ungainly side, and its juxtaposition of high ripeness and 
acidity makes it a fairly ragged wine, its richness and evident, if 
slightly hard-pressed fruit notwithstanding. We see better things in 
its future, but it is a bit less promising than its two cellarmates, and 
it will need a minimum of a few years of age before possibly 
claiming higher marks.  1 B A $40.00
ir BRAY Shenandoah Valley 2011
Delivering an ample measure of fully ripe, blackberry fruit that is 
overlain by a mild veneer of milk chocolate in the nose and for 
the most part staying in step on the palate, Bray’s is a Zin that is 
a little ragged and rough and is ultimately as ripe as it is fruity. It 
is, however, fairly rich right to the end, and its richness signals 
success when served alongside savory fare such as slow-roasted 
pork shoulder.  O B I $22.00

* jl CAROL SHELTON Rocky Reserve 2012
Florence Vineyard. Rockpile. The best Zins from Rockpile have 
the uncanny ability to be as deeply fruity as any even when very 
ripe, and this one emphatically makes just that point. It is fully 
expressed stuff with juicy blackberries to spare, and for all of its 
very considerable substance and size, it is far more than a study 
in simple ripeness. It is defined first and foremost by its sustained, 
beautifully formed fruit, and, once past its ever so slightly viscous 
beginnings, it proves to be a fairly sturdy and very well-structured 
wine that looks sure to improve for another four or five years, if 
not twice that long.  1 B A $35.00
* iu CAROL SHELTON Monga Zin Old Vine 2013
Lopez Vineyard. Cucamonga Valley. A bit out of keeping with 
past Monga Zins and cast in a much brighter and livelier style, 
Ms. Shelton’s latest is a briskly balanced interpretation that is 
long on well-ripened berries. It is still a bit tight, but its fruit lasts 
and lasts, and its sense of careful crafting and varietal precision 
affords it both plenty of near term appeal as well as the promise 
for better with three or four more years of age. 
GOOD VALUE  1 B I $21.00
* is CAROL SHELTON Karma Zin Bastoni Vineyard 2011
Sonoma County. 11% Alicante Bouchet; 4% Petite Sirah. From 
its comparatively open aromas of ripe berries and caramel to its 
comfortably balanced, very like-minded, moderately deep flavors, 
this bottling impresses as a straightforward Zin that is beginning 
to come into its own. Its edges are rounding off and its nominal 
tannins have begun to ease even as they afford a bit of structural 
grip. While it is certain to keep and might even benefit from an 
extra year or two of age, it is a wine that is fully ready to bring 
to the table tonight.  1 B I $30.00
ir CAROL SHELTON Pizazz Old Vine Piazza Ranch 2012
Lodi. If clearly showing the ripeness and the chocolaty overtones 
so typical of its provenance, Carol Shelton’s Pizazz deftly avoids 
the pitfalls of excess and is buoyed by a nice bit of pertness. It is, 
however, a bit light on fruity concentration and thus allows a 
minor note of last-minute heat to emerge at the finish, but it 
does not lose its varietal focus and will make pleasant drinking 
over the next two or three years.  1 B D $19.00

iq AMADOR FOOTHILL Clockspring Vineyard 2012
Shenandoah Valley. With a somewhat muted varietal voice 
and leaning more to dryness than juice throughout, this clean, 
but slightly emaciated effort looks for but does not find more 
than a fairly small fruity heart, and it fails to muster the bona fides 
of a Zinfandel worthy of keeping.  1 B I $18.00

* it ARTEZIN Dry Creek Valley 2012
The blackberry-scented fruit at first sniff adds in a softer, jammy, 
strawberry-like note along with a chalky bit of minerality, and all 
of that leads to a near full-bodied, slightly supple wine across the 
palate. The slight jammy ripeness never costs the wine its central 
fruitiness, however, and the juicy, inviting flavors would seem to 
be entirely suited to barbecued pork dishes rather than to acid-
loving red sauces.  1 T I $25.00
ir ARTEZIN Mendocino County 2013
10% Petite Sirah; 5% Carignane. With just enough berry-like 
fruit to earn the varietal name yet always wanting a little more 
brightness and bounce in its step, this wine flirts with scattered 
touches of pepper, coffee and dark chocolate before ending on 
a drying, somewhat tannic note. It will smooth out over time but 
lacks the energy to guarantee a grand future, and we would let it 
sit for no more than a few years.  3 B I $18.00
ip BARBER Mr. Beast Topolos Vineyard 2013
Sonoma Mountain. 8% Petite Sirah; 2% Alicante Bouchet. Far 
from being the beast that its moniker portends and, in fact, a 
fairly tame and temperate wine as Zinfandel goes, this pert and 
snappy, medium-bodied rendition finds pushy acidity dictating 
terms and goes wanting for enough fruity flesh to adequately 
cover its brittle bones.  O L D $25.00

** jo BELLA Rocky Ridge Vineyard Rockpile 2012
Sonoma County’s Rockpile appellation accounts for yet another 
high-achieving Zin here, and of Bella’s several solid, impressively 
filled versions, this one checks in with the highest marks. It is a 
big, fully ripe wine to be sure, but it is extremely well-balanced 
and its very deep fruit never strains to be seen. It gets a nice lift 
in richness from its neatly placed, wholly complementary oak, 
and it shows the fine crafting of a professional hand every inch 
of the way.  1 B I $45.00
* jl BELLA Big River Ranch Alexander Valley 2012
Full and effusive with an absolute wealth of very ripe, specifically 
berry-like fruit setting the pace, Bella’s Big River Ranch effort is a 
bold and boisterous Zin that leaves nothing to the imagination. 
It is also wine that is far from its best, and its tough tannins and 
rigid acidity prescribe a lengthy stay in the bottle. Age is not only 
recommended, it is downright demanded, and the wine’s high 
marks are conditional on waiting.  1 T A $40.00
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ir CAROL SHELTON Wild Thing Old Vine 2013
Mendocino County. 14% Carignane; 4% Petite Sirah and 1% 
Alicante Bouchet. Solid yet a bit less than fully outgoing and on 
the slightly lighter side in terms of extracted fruit, this year’s Wild 
Thing is a firmly built Zinfandel that glances but briefly at ripe 
berries. It favors acidity and comes across as being a little stiff 
and youthfully cramped at this point, and, if not guaranteed to 
significantly expand with age, it still wants and deserves a few 
years of patience.  3 B I $19.00
* is CHILL HOUSE Paso Robles 2012
By Peachy Canyon. If suggesting a lighter and brighter brand of 
berryish fruit in the nose, this supple, low-tannin bottling proves 
to be otherwise once in the mouth, and its wide-open flavors are 
juicier and fuller than billed with a good dose of creamy oak in 
the mix. Even if young, it is rounded and wholly inviting right 
now, and it will turn the trick nicely as a tasty foil to pork ribs and 
roasts in the immediate term.
GOOD VALUE  1 B I $20.00
* it CLINE Live Oak Vineyard Contra Costa County 2012
High ripeness is met with surprising balance and structure here, 
and, if the wine is far from retiring, it is nowhere near to being 
the over-the-top Zinfandel that its 16.0% alcohol predicts. It is 
deeply fruity with dark berries to spare, and its light touches of 
chocolate are no more than that. Its juicy, full-bodied beginnings 
give way to an extra bit of tannin and heat to be sure, but time 
in the cellar and service with food are certain to tame its slightly 
rough and unruly side.  1 T I $25.00

* is CLINE Big Break Vineyard Contra Costa County 2012
Although a full and fairly rich wine, this weighty effort shows 
curious notes of earth and dried herbs in the nose that are not 
classic markers of ripe Zinfandel. Happily, it also exhibits plenty 
of slightly juicy, blackberry fruit, and that fruit successfully works 
to offset its proclivities to tannic astringency and heat. There is 
no elegance about this one, nor can it be expected with age, but 
it earns the nod nonetheless for its depth and its rugged, big-
shouldered richness.  1 T A $25.00
* is CLINE Ancient Vines Contra Costa County 2013
Lively and well-ripened with a nice complement of clearly defined 
blackberry-like fruit solidly within its grasp, Cline’s Ancient Vines 
bottling is a weighty, nicely filled youngster that is tasty and true 
to the grape. There is nothing fancy about it and it claims neither 
complexity nor finesse, but it delivers the varietal goods at a very 
fair price and will provide tasty drinking with dishes ranging from 
pasta and meatballs to smoky barbecued ribs. 
GOOD VALUE  3 B I $18.00
iq CLINE Meadowbrook Ranch Vineyard 2012
Tehama County. If just as ripe as its Cline cellarmates, this very 
full-bodied Zin is not half so sure in defined fruit. It smacks of 
tobacco and dried bark with a vague suggestion of dark berries 
in the background that all but disappears as its tongue-numbing 

astringency brings everything to a dead stop. It is not without 
size and extract, but it is a wine patently lacking beauty and its 
toughness is permanent.  1 T I $25.00

* iu DRY CREEK VINEYARD Heritage Vines 2013
Sonoma County. 21% Petite Sirah. Spot on in focus with lots 
of generous fruit in its very sure grasp and showing a full varietal 
array of blackberries, briar and dusty soil spice throughout, the 
Heritage Vines bottling recalls the distant days when good sub-
twenty-dollar Zinfandels were plentiful and ranks as one of the 
better current values around. It is moderately full, slightly supple 
in feel with enlivening acidity and neatly knit tannins in careful 
proportion, and, while a wine that shows very well now, it will 
easily keep for another half-decade or more. 
GOOD VALUE  3 B I $16.00
* iu EASTON Old Vine Rinaldi Vineyard Fiddletown 2012
Here is a gutsy, big-shouldered, old-fashioned Zinfandel that is 
far more potent than pretty, yet, while it is a burly wine by any 
standard, it is decidedly deep in well-defined, blackberry fruit 
and shows intriguing touches of minerals and dusty soil spice 
peeking through at every stop. It is tannic but not abrasively so 
and ends with nicely placed acidity lifting its finish. Its richness 
will win favor with those undeterred by its youthful toughness, 
but we recommend giving it three to five years in which to soften 
a bit and evolve into its best.  1 B A $30.00
* is EASTON Fiddletown 2012
Marked by plenty of zesty, young, berry-like fruit and showing 
little in the way of fat or extra flesh, this firmly built bottling favors 
the grape’s tangier traits and presently gives itself up to slight 
acidy stiffness. It will work in the short term with lasagnas and 
dishes dominated by meaty tomato sauces, but it is sufficiently 
rigid to want time to relax and can be safely set aside for another 
three or four years.  1 B I $24.00
* it ELYSE Korte Ranch Vineyard St. Helena 2012
Well-defined, ripe berry fruit is met with nice notes of sweet oak 
and earth in the nose and is confidently carried forward in this 
supple, moderately full-bodied wine’s ample flavors. A careful bit 
of well-buffered tannin appears at the finish and firms without 
toughening, and, if a year or two of patience will bring added 
complexity, this is a carefully crafted Zinfandel that is eminently 
satisfying right now.  1 B I $37.00
* is ELYSE Dry Creek Valley 2012
7% Petite Sirah; 6% Carignane. All of the Elyse Zinfandels take 
a more structured stance and pull back from emphatic ripeness 
and simple fruit, and this one from the Dry Creek Valley fits the 
mold. It is marginally lighter in tannin than its two mates but is 
firmed by ample acidity, and, even if less than broadly fruity, it is 
solidly focused on very varietal, berry-like fruit. It needs time in 
which to soften and smooth, and three to five years of age will 
prove a genuine boon.  1 B A $37.00
ir ELYSE Morisoli Vineyard Rutherford 2012
4% Petite Sirah; 4% Other. A Zinfandel that is a bit stern in its 
structure and one that is hampered by a slight lack of drive and 
wants for better fruity extension, this tends to gritty toughness 
and gives in to obvious tannins without putting up much more 
than a token fight. Its nominal themes of blackberries keep it in 
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the varietal game, but it is less than complete and pulls up a bit 
short and dry at the finish.  1 B I $37.00

* it FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Primitivo Amador County 2012
Smelling of ripe raspberries and strawberries with a nice touch of 
vanilla-bean oak sweetening its way, Fiddletown’s Primitivo is at 
once full and zesty with an increasing sense of fullness as it 
crosses the palate. Despite its evident ripeness, it is not waylaid 
by heat, and its integral tannins lend both structure and aging 
potential without being so pushy as to preclude friendly drinking 
with more than a brief wait.  1 B I $24.00
* is FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Jack Rabbit Flat 2012
Amador County. A touch of cranberry brightness in the nose is 
carried into the ripe and fairly vigorous young flavors of this one 
as well, and, while the wine delivers a good measure of lively, 
well-stated Zinfandel fruit, it is tightened by acidity and gets a 
touch puckery as it goes. It has the right pieces in place to benefit 
from keeping, and a couple of years’ patience looks sure to bring 
the integration it needs.  1 B I $32.00
ir FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Old Vine Amador County 2012
With ripeness getting a step ahead of defined fruit and slightly 
strained in its expressions of berries, this slightly soft, easy-to-
drink Zin consistently aims in the varietal direction without quite 
getting up a full head of steam, and it drops off just enough at 
the end to fall short of endorsement.  1 B I $20.00
iq FIGHTER PILOT RED Bailey Ranch Paso Robles 2013
By Bella Luna. A bit two legged in that it is on the one hand fairly 
ripe and slightly hard and a little too puckery on the other, this 
wine is ultimately more about structure than it is keen Zinfandel 
fruit. It grudgingly yields up suggestions of dark berries and then 
is closed off by chalky tannins, and, time is no sure cure for its 
fruity shortcomings.  1 B A $36.00

** jn FRANK FAMILY Reserve Chiles Valley 2012
17% Petite Sirah. This attractive, nicely proportioned wine is both 
generous and precise with its blackberry fruit, and while its nose 
is outgoing on the one hand, it is full of promise on the other. A 
somewhat rounded entry and supple texture are again marked by 
youthful vitality and reserve, and the deep flavors that follow are 
rich, long and keenly focused on Zinfandel’s blackberry fruit. There 
is a fine sense of polish throughout, and yet there is tannin aplenty 
to keep the wine in fighting trim for years to come. Give it three 
or four years for starters and do not be surprised if it has the legs 
to last longer than that.  1 B A $55.00
* jl FRANK FAMILY Napa Valley 2012
18% Petite Sirah; 3% Cabernet Sauvignon. No less forthcoming 
with its ripeness and concentration, this wine is a bit more open 
in cast and somewhat softer in feel, and its styling invites it into 

full serving fettle that much earlier than its Reserve mate. A firm 
veneer of tannin provides a bit of grip and balance while allowing 
the wine a rounder and more inviting stance at this point. A few 
years of aging will do no harm, but, in truth, this one will make a 
fine choice while the Reserve matures.  3 B I $37.00
ip GREENWOOD RIDGE Scherrer Vineyards 2013
Sonoma County. Slightly sweet and halfway to confection on 
the nose but still keeping varietal berries in sight, this wine follows 
with flavors that are ripe, dry and tart but quite low in real fruit, 
and it ultimately runs off the rails as bitterness and near-souring 
acids close in at the finish.  O B D $27.00
iq HIGH VALLEY VINEYARD High Valley 2012
15% Petite Sirah. Always a bit hesitant and halting in its half-
hearted presentation of fruit and no more than vaguely varietal 
at best, this soft and slightly sluggish working goes wanting for 
brightness and energy. It is not overly tannic yet it winds up limp 
and fairly dry at the finish, and its stripes will not be appreciably 
changed by further bottle age.  3 B I $30.00
* jl KLINKER BRICK Marisa Vineyard Old Vines Lodi 2012
We will be the first to admit that Lodi’s Zinfandels can at times 
be completely over the top when unchecked ripeness is allowed 
to rule, but Klinker Brick has consistently shown that ripeness 
is not in itself damnable and never more successfully so than in 
this remarkably rich and well-controlled effort. Make no mistake, 
the wine is very ripe, but it is explicitly fruity with more energy, far 
better balance and layered complexities than Zins of its ripeness 
and size are wont to show, and it ranks with the winery’s best 
bottlings to date.  1 T I $30.00

ir KLINKER BRICK Old Vine Lodi 2012
Heading right to the brink in terms of high ripeness and as jammy 
and chocolaty as it is keenly fruity, the Klinker Brick Old Vine is a 
fat and full wine that flirts faintly with sweetness. While it claims a 
measure of success by way of its richness, it tends to last-minute 
dryness, and it is in the end a Zinfandel whose appeals are wholly 
dependent on one’s taste for the style.  3 T I $19.00
ir LA STORIA Block 303 Alexander Valley 2013
By Trentadue. We very much like this Zinfandel’s solidly varietal 
lines, just as we like its ongoing impressions of youthful energy 
and drive. We rather expect that we will like the wine more once 
its rigidity and slight chalky toughness have eased, and, if its too 
many angles and edges hold it back from full recommendation 
just now, it has a good chance of improving appreciably with a 
few more years of age.  3 B A $32.00

ir LAVA CAP Reserve El Dorado 2012
A quick glance at the label and its declaration of 16.6% alcohol 
might be enough to send many running from the room, but this 
full-flavored wine is far from a failed effort. It is very ripe and it 
definitely heats up as it goes, but it is not without a fair measure 
of blackberry fruit. It is so very rich that unrepentant fans of big 
Zins should swoon, while the rest of us will find its excesses at 
least in part forgivable. 1 T I $24.00

ir METTLER Epicenter Old Vine Lodi 2012
10% Petite Sirah; 3% Cabernet Franc; 2% Cabernet Sauvignon.
Effusively ripe and smelling variously of sweet smoke, brownies 
and blackberry-filled pastries, this wide open expression of Lodi 
Zinfandel comes dangerously close to going over the top but it 
stops just short of the brink. It is thick and big-bodied, and its 
considerable richness comes at the cost of too much undisguised 
heat at the finish, but rich it most certainly is and it should appeal 
to fans of the style.  3 T I $20.00
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* iu OLD GHOST Old Vine Lodi 2012
By Klinker Brink. Brimming with intense, fully ripe, raspberry-
like fruit that stays the course right to the end and not in the 
least sparing in sweet oak, the 2012 Old Ghost is a wine that is 
likely to be viewed as too much of a good thing by some, but it 
is a Zinfandel of stunning depth that will satisfy those who like 
their wines big and rich. Although it does not quite hide all of 
its heat and is a touch dry at the finish, its minor imperfections 
strike us as a fair price to pay for a wine of its ripeness, richness 
and sheer size.  3 T I $37.00
* is PEACHY CANYON Incredible Red Paso Robles 2012
The world needs more good $15.00 Zinfandel, and it is nice to 
find that they do not exist solely in memory. This tasty rendition 
will draw satisfied smiles for its juicy, squeaky-clean fruit, and it 
has the tactile polish, persistence and varietal keenness of a far 
pricier wine. It is highly recommended for all Zin devotees on a 
budget, and even those who could afford more should give it try.
GOOD VALUE  3 B I $15.00
* is PEJU Napa Valley 2012
Sporting ripe blackberry fruit as the central focus of its medium-
volume aromas and picking up intriguing notes of coffee, dried 
reeds, soy and a piquant element, this full-bodied, supple, slightly 
fleshy wine is a touch bigger in frame than it is in flavor, but that 
minor quibble cannot take away from its decent depth and high 
likeability. Although tannic, it is not dissuasively so, and it wants 
no more than two to four years of cellaring to come fully into its 
own alongside savory pork roasts.  1 B I $35.00

** jp RENWOOD Special Reserve Fiddletown 2012
It is no secret that the Sierra Foothills have a deserved reputation 
for Zinfandels of ripeness and strength, but, in the right hands, 
they can reveal a fair bit of layered complexity and are not always 
rugged and rustic. This one does a fine job at being substantial 
and structured, and yet it achieves a bit of real polish as well. Its 
ample, ripe berry fruit is enriched with a very sensible measure of 
sweet, slightly creamy oak, while nominal tannins stay in play 
throughout and afford a good bit of structural grip. It is withal a 
deep and serious wine that is sure to reward aging, and, if certain 
to improve for at least three or four years, it should keep getting 
better for a good many more.  1 B A $50.00
** jn RENWOOD Grand Wren Amador County 2012
This altogether extravagant Zinfandel is bound to fuel the debate 
about how big is too big, but its enormously deep fruit and its 
unrelenting richness make for a most compelling wine that will 
be welcomed by most all of the grape’s devotees. It is certainly a 
mouthfilling wine of unquestioned muscle and mass, yet it is 
uncannily well-balanced for the big wine that it is and it never 
once staggers under its considerable weight. Its emphatic, full-
throttle style makes it more than a bit involving right now, but it 
has far more to show and very much deserves another four or 
five years of age.  1 T A $100.00

** jm RENWOOD Musician’s Jack Rabbit Flat Vineyard 2012
Amador County. Deep and precise, Zinfandel fruit is without 
question the lead player here, but it is framed by exceptionally 
well-matched oak, and this complete offering goes well beyond 
being simply fruity. It is moderately full-bodied and leads with a 
nice sense of tactile suppleness before firming up as its youthful 
tannins take hold, and, if toughening up a touch in the latter-
going, it hangs on to its keen fruit with a grip that will not let 
go. Extended cellaring is called for here, and there are rewards 
aplenty in store for Zin collectors who are willing to hide it away 
for another half-dozen years.  1 B A $40.00
* it RENWOOD Merida Del Part Vineyard 2012
Amador County. Solidly varietal and leaning to ripeness without 
letting ripeness take the reins, this rounded, well-fruited Zinfandel 
is convincingly keyed on blackberries throughout. Its slight bent to 
softness is countered by good acidity, and firm, back-palate 
tannins afford structure without being abrasive. It will serve well 
now with hearty sausage preparations but should reward a few 
years of additional age.  1 B I $40.00
ir RENWOOD Flutist Sea of Grapes Vineyard 2012
Amador County. Fairly constant in its blackberry focus yet never 
wildly fruity and progressively tightening as it crosses the palate, 
the 2012 Flutist runs into more acid-pushed tannins than near-
term drinking wants. If structured with an eye to the future, it is 
just sere enough to raise questions about if and when it will come 
around, and we think it best to opt for a wait of some three or 
four years.   1 B A $40.00
iq RENWOOD Special Reserve Grandpère 2012
Amador County. The latest lot of Renwood Zinfandels shows 
high points and low, and Grandpère bottling comes up as a slight 
disappointment in that it is overly coarse relative to its smaller, 
fairly tight-fisted fruit. It is big, rustic stuff, but it steadily steers 
to dried-grape desiccation, and, for all of its considerable size, it 
never shows the kind of fruity substance or strength needed to 
fully convince that time is on its side.  1 T A $50.00

** jo RIDGE GEYSERVILLE Alexander Valley 2013
73% Zinfandel; 17% Carignane; 9% Petite Sirah; 1% Mataro. 
Taking its accustomed place near the head of this year’s class, 
Ridge’s classic field blend is once again a wine of great depth and 
range, and one that comes with the demand for aging. It is fully 
ripe but never close to being too much and is loaded with deep, 
dark berry fruit, and it already shows highlights of dried flowers 
and sweet spice that presage increased complexity to come. It is 
weighty but impeccably balanced and quite long at the finish, 
and, given Geyserville bottlings’ stellar track record for aging, 
this one can be held with complete confidence for a good many 
years.    3 B A $38.00
* iu RIDGE East Bench Dry Creek Valley 2013
Solidly fruity but never all that effusive and edging ever so slightly 
to dryness in character, the East Bench bottling shows the Ridge 
touch with regard to careful balance and structure yet holds little 
back as far as full ripeness is concerned. Its mix of dark berries 
and faintly peppery spice holds nicely through to an extended, 
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mildly tannic finish, and it is sure to successfully age for three to 
five years even while doing useful service with flavorful, well-
seasoned pork recipes early on.  3 B I $28.00
ir RIDGE Benito Dusi Vineyard Paso Robles 2013
Far and away the ripest Zin of the latest Ridge installment, this 
offering hailing from the Dusi Ranch rushes directly to jammy 
sweetness. It does not succumb to chocolate and stops short of 
being raisiny, but keen fruit remains a secondary concern, and its 
predilection to softness marks it as wine that will show at its best 
if not squirreled away for too long.  3 B I $30.00
* is ROCK WALL Alegria Vineyard 2013
Russian River Valley. Drawn along slightly lighter lines and a 
Zinfandel that comes across as being both fruity and friendly, 
Rock Wall’s Alegria offering is medium-full-bodied and slightly 
supple in feel with a nice spot of integral acidity brightening its 
way. It is fully ripe yet never lets ripeness get ahead of its rather 
winsome young fruit, and it is recommended for drinking over 
the next two or three years.  O B I $35.00
ir ROCK WALL Jessie’s Vineyard 2013
Contra Costa County. Although a token note of blackberry fruit 
manages to stay in frame here, this very ripe Zinfandel’s major 
message is one of dark chocolate. It is moderately tannic and gets 
fairly dry as it goes with heat making itself apparent at the finish, 
and, if a few years of waiting will see its rough edges smoothed, 
our hopes for its future would rise a bit higher if it came with a 
little more fruity vibrancy.  1 T I $30.00
iq ROCK WALL Monte Rosso Vineyard 2013
Sonoma County. This simple, somewhat mild-mannered Zin is 
firmly balanced and as clean as can be, and, while its minor sins 
of slight shallowness and fruity omission are hardly damnable, 
we do admit to a bit of disappointment given its highly renowned 
source. Expecting a big change with age is expecting too much, 
and it should be tagged for unceremonious service while it is still 
young and vital. 1 B I $40.00

* jl ROTH Heritage Sonoma County 2012
26% Zinfandel; 21% Syrah; 18% Merlot; 15% Petite Sirah; 10% 
Malbec; 6% Petit Verdot; 4% Cabernet Sauvignon. Given its very 
far-ranging mix of grapes, it should not be surprising that Roth’s 
Heritage blend heads off in a direction all of its own and shows 
a deep and fairly sophisticated marriage of blackberries, loam, 
milk chocolate and creamy oak that is patently hard not to like. 
It is a big, somewhat juicy and very solid wine in the mouth, and 
it has the firm tannic spine of one that is certain to do quite well 
with age. We would, in fact, argue for at least a few years of 
patience and would not be in the least surprised to see it improve 
until its tenth birthday.  3 B A $30.00
ip SARAH’S VINEYARD Old Vine Santa Clara Valley 2010
If hanging on to a bit of life but clearly wine that has lost most 
of what energy it once might have had, this dull, heavy-footed 
effort smacks of dried grapes and stewed fruit and the eleventh-
hour of appearance of acidity does nothing to mitigate its sense 
of enervation.  O B D $30.00

ir SAXON BROWN Stonewall Block Sonoma Valley 2011
Quietly complex and moving away from defined fruit with a bit 
of warm spice and suggestions of earth in the nose, this decidedly 
ripe-leaning wine is softened and full in the mouth with a modest 
measure of berries played against a touch of jamminess. It errs 
slightly to heat but retains a fair sense of richness, and it calls for 
drinking comparatively soon.  O T I $38.00
iq SAXON BROWN Fighting Brothers Cuvée 2010
Sonoma Valley. Ripeness rather than fruit holds this wine in its 
grip and steers it away from varietal berries and to raisins, dark 
chocolate, dried bark and brush. It is a big, chunky wine to be 
sure, but it is blunt and without brightness and it is summarily 
overrun by unbuffered heat.  O T D $38.00
iq SHANNON RIDGE Home Ranch Two Bud Block 2012
High Valley. 15% Petite Sirah. Ripe and vaguely chocolaty in the 
nose but fairly limited in terms of clear Zinfandel fruit, this one 
follows similarly with soft, quietly fruity flavors that never quite 
come into focus, and its lack of concentration and center allows 
those flavors to be gradually overtaken by background heat and 
slightly powdery tannins.  1 B I $25.00

* it SOBON Cougar Hill Amador County 2012
From first sniff to finish, this very affable Zin exhibits continuous, 
very well-defined, distinctly berry-like fruit, and its appeal is only 
heightened by its fine sense of polished suppleness. It is fairly 
full-bodied but never errs to heaviness and remains balanced and 
energetic throughout. Although its enjoyment does not depend 
on additional cellar time, its careful composition ensures years of 
use, and its price is hard to beat.
GOOD VALUE  1 B I $18.00
ir SOBON ReZerve Primitivo Amador County 2012
A bit more aggressive in ripeness than the other Sobon Zins yet 
a wine with a pronounced streak of acidy tartness as well, this 
bottling is surprisingly pert for its size and weight, and, while it 
is very much on point with respect to its berryish fruit, it comes 
with enough edges angles and edges to want a couple more 
years of age before drinking.  1 B I $24.00
ir SOBON Rocky Top Amador County 2012
Ripeness plays a fairly obvious role and brings a trim of chocolate 
to this moderately full-bodied Zinfandel’s themes of dark berries, 
but the wine, while on the gusty side and a slight touch dry at 
the end, is not at all sluggish nor does it give itself up to heat. It 
is not as well-finished as its mate from Cougar Hill, but it is a solid 
and very useful effort all the same.  3 B I $17.00
ir SOBON Old Vines Amador County 2013
This bottling may not rank among the deeper more complex Zins 
to be had, and it could, in truth, use a little more fruity authority 
but it is never less than specifically Zinfandel in character. It is 
solid and sizeable on the palate, and it does heat up a bit more 
than we would like at the end, yet its varietal honesty makes up 
for its lack of refinement and earns it the nod for fine value.
GOOD VALUE  3 B I $13.00
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* jl STORYBOOK MOUNTAIN Mayacamas Range 2012
Estate. Napa Valley. It’s young and it’s deep; it’s nicely focused 
on bright blackberry fruit and it’s tight but promising—and that 
is just in its mid-volume aromas. The tight aspect comes doubly 
into play in the mouth where tannin and acidity combine to add 
coarse, grabby impressions that interrupt the wine’s fairly likeable 
fruit and consign the wine to the cellar. Time is absolutely of the 
essence here, and given the remarkable Storybook Mountain track 
record with its Zins, we have nothing but full confidence in this 
one’s ability to reach great heights.  1 B A $37.50
ir SUMMERS Villa Andriana Vineyard Two Acre 2012
Calistoga. Fairly solid and extracted yet a bit less than fruity in 
character, this bottling flirts briefly with raspberries and oak but 
never quite gets up to speed. It drifts gradually to dryness with 
rising heat coming into play at the finish, and, while it claims a 
welcome measure of richness, it wants for better varietal bearings 
and a steadier hand on the tiller. O B I $40.00
ir SUMMIT LAKE Estate Bottled Howell Mountain 2012
We are accustomed to seeing big, expressively ripe Zinfandels 
from Napa Valley’s Howell Mountain district, and this one fully 
meets expectations. It is dense and dark with solid blackberry 
fruit framed with oak and bitter chocolate, but its combination 
of gritty tannins and undisguised heat makes for an altogether 
inelegant wine. It will just as surely be embraced by devotees of 
its rich, no-hold-barred style as it will be damned by those whose 
preferences run to poise and grace.  1 T A $30.00
* is TERRA D’ORO Amador County 2012
Every now and then an inexpensive Zinfandel comes along and 
puts a good many of much its pricier cousins to shame, and this 
one does just that. It is energetic and fruity with a clear sense of 
varietal berries running its length, and, if far from a complicated 
wine, it is a brightly balanced and thoroughly tasty, ready-to-drink 
rendition that knows just what it is. 
GOOD VALUE  3 B D $18.00
iq THACHER Reserve Triumvirate Paso Robles 2012
Harkening back to the old-fashioned “late harvest” Zins in which 
dried fruit and chocolate ruled the roost, this dense, concentrated 
effort has few equals in terms of outright potency, but we count 
ourselves as less than enamored of its over-the-top ripeness and 
its background notes of dried vegetation. It is a wine destined to 
suit fans of the style.  1 T I $44.00
ir THE PRISONER Red Wine Napa Valley 2013
44% Zinfandel; 20% Cabernet Sauvignon; 18% Petite Sirah; 
16% Syrah; 2% Charbono. Zinfandel may be in the majority here, 
but there is little in the way of defined varietal character about 
this rich, very full-bodied wine, and chocolaty ripeness and sweet 
oak are its governing themes. Even if it does not give itself up 
wholly to tannin and heat at the end, there is more than enough 
of each, and it winds up a little too ragged and rough to earn 
unqualified recommendation.  1 T A $35.00

* it VIGILANCE Cimarron Lake County 2012
45% Zinfandel; 39% Syrah; 8% Petite Sirah and 8% Cabernet 
Sauvignon. Although it does not account for even half of this 
wine’s make up, fairly incisive, berryish Zinfandel fruit very much 
comes to the fore here, and it is teamed with a careful measure 
of sweet oak in a most comfortable mix. The wine is full and just 
a touch firm with integral, never-threatening tannins adding a 
nice bit of structural spine. It is withal a fairly tasty morsel right 
now and will improve for a few years.  1 B I $25.00

* is V. SATTUI Old Vine Russian River Valley 2012
Here is an easy-to-like wine that hits many of the right Zinfandel 
marks without great fanfare or drive, and, while we like its fruity 
focus, its accents of sweet spice and its generally good balance, 
it pulls up a bit short at the finish and gives itself over to slight 
chalky dryness. A year or two in the bottle may see it fill out, and, 
in the meantime, it will make a useful match with a tomatoey 
sausage ragout.  1 B I $33.00
iq V. SATTUI Black-Sears Vineyard Howell Mountain 2012
Howell Mountain Zinfandels can be fairly tough as this decidedly 
unruly rendition so capably proves, and, while the best display a 
deep and dense core of fruit, the all-too-hesitant fruit found here 
is overmatched by coarsening tannin and invasive heat. A lengthy 
rest in the cellar might prove a boon, but a turn of good luck is 
required as well.  1 B A $45.00

* iu WILLIAMS SELYEM Papera Vineyard 2013
Russian River Valley. The Williams Selyem name might have 
become famous for high-end Pinot Noirs, but, as this intense, 
fully expressed Zinfandel so capably shows, the winery knows its 
way around the vineyards of other varieties as well. So very fruity 
as to tempt thoughts of sweetness yet never candied or sugary 
in any way, it is a mouthfilling wine of great substance and 
length with plenty of acidy snap underlying its unabashed 
ripeness. It is arguably a bit frontal just now but should gain in 
interest with age, and the best time for pulling its cork lies some 
three to five years down the line.  1 B A $55.00
ir ZIN-PHOMANIAC Reserve Old Vines 2012
Sonoma County. 19% Other. Ripe and direct with a good fix 
on sweet berries yet a wine that could do with a boost in energy, 
this rounded, moderately full-bodied Zinfandel does not follow 
fully through on its juicy start and tends to dry a bit along the 
way. It is fairly tasty right now, but we would opt for drinking 
sooner rather than later.  1 B D $25.00
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io ALTA MARIA Santa Maria Valley 2013
Chardonnay fruit has gone absent without leave here and has 
left this coarse and muddled wine exposed to a vaguely leesy, 
slightly medicinal component that stays in view from beginning 
to end, and it turns sharply to grapefuity bitterness after showing 
a brief bit of glycerin roundness.  1 l D $28.00

* is ANABA Sonoma Coast 2012
More noteworthy for its impressions of brightness and vitality 
than for any inherent richness and a Chardonnay that steers to 
citrus and red apples with gentle top notes of sweet oak, this 
bottling is crisply balanced with a bare touch of glycerin working 
to smooth its way. It is not one to serve with bolder dishes, and 
it will show at its best alongside relatively milder shellfish and 
white fish preparations.  1 F D $28.00
ir BLAIR Roger Rose Vineyard Arroyo Secco 2013
This nominally ripened, nicely balanced bottling combines very 
proper varietal fruit with suggestions of creamy oak and vanilla 
that provide a bit of extended range. It is moderately full on the 
palate and crisps up as it goes with a minor dry edge to its finish, 
and, if wanting a little more depth and drive to move up in rank, 
it is an eminently useful Chardonnay.  O l D $30.00
ir CA’MOMI Napa Valley 2013
There is an inviting sense of brightness and bounce about the 
clean, nicely ripened, well-defined aromas of this no-nonsense 
Chardonnay, yet, if essentially staying on the same freshening 
track once in the mouth, the wine proves to be a bit underplayed 
and more sparing in fruit than promised. It will provide useful 
pairing with any number of lighter foods, but it pulls up a touch 
short at the finish line.  1 l D $22.00
iq CLINE Sonoma Coast 2013
Clean and well-scrubbed but always more lively than it is keenly 
fruity, this one shows minimal oak character and instead plays to 
citrus and green apples rather than ripe fruit before ending 
with a lightly lemony finish, and its restrained style directs it away 
from service with richer foods.  3 F D $15.00

* is CORLEY Reserve Oak Knoll District 2013
This nicely made wine counts good balance and no-nonsense 
fruit as assets, and there is, in truth, nothing about it that is not 
easy to like. That said, it is always fairly frontal and a bit candied 
in character, and it goes wanting for the interest and extra depth 

that might be reasonably expected from a “reserve” Chardonnay 
that is as ambitiously priced as it is. O l D $60.00
in CORLEY Monticello Oak Knoll District 2013
Soft, small and confected with very little in the way of real fruity 
presence, this lackluster offering stints on defined Chardonnay 
character in most every way that it can, and its steady drift to 
vaguely chemical bitterness does nothing to improve its otherwise 
innocuous lot.  3 C D $35.00

* iu DAOU Reserve Paso Robles 2013
Proactive winemaking is the clear message here, and the wine is 
heavily weighed down with obvious oak. Its essential fruit plays 
but a backup role to layered elements of caramel, sweet cream, 
toast and roasted grains, and, if undeniably complex, it is arguably 
a bit overblown with a touch of heat creeping into its finish. It is 
a big Chardonnay that commends drinking with flavorful entrees 
such as roast duck or medallions of pork napped in a rich sauce, 
and its slight inclination to softness tags it as one to enjoy without 
years of waiting.  1 L D $46.00

* is DEHLINGER Russian River Valley 2012
Tight and a touch oaky with suggestions of green apples and 
stones in the nose yet a more generous and fairly well-ripened 
wine on the palate, Dehlinger’s is a Chardonnay of moderate 
richness and depth, but it is also one that is slightly ragged and 
rough. A year or two in the bottle should work to round off its 
youthfully coarse edges, but waiting for real refinement may be 
time spent in vain.  1 l I $40.00
* is DOLIN Malibu Estate Vineyards 2012
Los Angeles County. Los Angeles County may not be the first 
place that pops to mind when thinking about good Chardonnay, 
but this fruity, well-defined effort proves a pleasant surprise. It is 
clean, mildly juicy and modestly oaked with a bias to fresh pears 
and apples, and its softly balanced, straightforward style makes 
for satisfying drinking right now.  O l D $39.00
* it DUTTON GOLDFIELD Dutton Ranch 2013
Russian River Valley. While standing well apart from its bolder 
varietal cousins that favor blustery ripeness and obvious oak, this 
comparatively subdued wine still conveys plenty of well-defined 
Chardonnay fruit and a nice sense of tailoring. It is medium-full-
bodied, and it is, as is the usual case with its maker, an energetic 
wine that successfully aims for brightness and balance. It wants 
drinking with appropriately milder foods, and it should age nicely 
for several years.  1 F I $38.00

It is a rare occurrence in wine country when a new vintage is announced in any-
thing less than glowing terms, and, now that the more ambitious bottlings from 
2013 are starting to make their ways to the market in larger numbers, early wine-
maker enthusiasm is proving to be entirely warranted. There is certainly great satisfaction to be found in the recently released 2013 offerings 
of Fel, J Vineyards, Loring and Joseph Phelps, but, even so, it is the 2012 bunch from David Ramey that ultimately proves to be the star of this 
month’s very fine cast of noteworthy new Chardonnays. 
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ip ETRE Sonoma Coast 2013
More candied than fruity and edging close to caramel apples in 
character, this mawkish, overtly sugary wine is equally low on 
both vitality and varietal identity. Although it might appeal to 
those with an insatiable sweet tooth, it is not a Chardonnay for 
practiced Chardonnay devotees.  1 C D $28.00

** jm FEL Anderson Valley 2013
Rich in ripe apple fruit and long on sweet oak with touches of 
toast, roasted grain and a note of fresh lemon tossed in for good 
measure, Fel’s Anderson Valley appellation bottling is a deep and 
generous wine of real ambition. It is moderately full-bodied with 
a firming streak of fruity acidity keeping it lively and vital, and, if 
still on the young side and all of its parts are not yet knit together, 
this is a Chardonnay with pieces aplenty and a fine future ahead. 
It commends keeping for at least a year or two, and it has the 
potential to keep growing for a good many more.
GOOD VALUE  1 l I $28.00
* jl FEL Savoy Vineyard Anderson Valley 2013
There is no question but that this substantial bottling is quite rich, 
and it comes with a great many complexing pieces, but it is far 
from being a cohesive wine at this juncture and those pieces do 
not yet fit together. It is weighty and ripe, and it is generous in 
both fruit and spicy oak. Its transition from slightly oily fatness to 
acidity and heat leaves it far from graceful and refined, and while 
fans of powerhouse Chardonnays will find things to like now, we 
are placing our bets that it will show more beauty and better 
integration with age.  O l I $48.00
io FOSSIL POINT Edna Valley 2012
Simple and skinny with a lemon-juice tang that brings a stark 
edge to its fundamentally empty flavors, this bare-bones bottling 
says next to nothing about Chardonnay, and once past a very 
brief bit of roundness on entry, it stiffens and gives way to slight 
citric bitterness.  1 l D $15.00

* jl FRANK FAMILY Reserve Lewis Vineyard Carneros 2013
Napa Valley. Fresh, red apple fruit is teamed with a trim bit of 
sweet spice in the nose here, and, right from the start, the wine 
conveys a good sense of depth even while steering away from 
the dramatic ripeness and flashy oak that its “reserve” status so 
often predicts. It is neatly balanced and fairly light on its feet with 
a certain youthful immediacy that is sure to tempt early drinking, 
but its lengthy finish and back-palate firmness leave us more than 
convinced that it will show added breadth if it is allowed to rest 
for another year or two.  1 l I $65.00

* is FRANK FAMILY Carneros 2013
Starting out with light, impeccably clean, mildly floral aromas of 
candied lemons and green apples and following up with like-
minded, if slightly softer-than-expected flavors, this well-scrubbed 
middleweight hits the right varietal marks in a somewhat quiet 
way, and its principle message of straightforward fruit tags it as 
a Chardonnay to be enjoyed while still buoyed by the enlivening 
freshness of youth.  3 l D $35.00
iq FREI BROTHERS Reserve Russian River Valley 2013
Cast in a somewhat candied and very straightforward style that 
leans to sweetness in both scent and taste, this decidedly juicy 
youngster is all about light-hearted gulping. It is as clean as it is 
frontal, and it should be given a good chill and enjoyed without 
ceremony or undue delay.  3 C D $20.00
iq HELENA RANCH California 2013
It would be hard to argue that there is great deal of Chardonnay 
character here other than a smattering of apples and pears, but, 
that said, the wine is affably juicy and clean-as-be and its varietal 
hesitance is easy to accept at the price. Its insistent inklings of 
sweetness nudge it into the camp of quaffable, warm-weather 
white wines, and, if quaffing comes easy, it needs to come soon.
GOOD VALUE  1 S D $10.00

** jm J VINEYARDS Bow Tie Vineyard 2013
Russian River Valley. In today’s world in which acidity becomes 
a prized possession, some will find this wine leaning towards the 
soft, easily accessible side. But, to us, that is part and parcel of its 
immediate charms—and, for sure, the wine has plenty of vitality 
to go along with its ripe apple first focus. It is rich and tasty, a tad 
rounded in feel and long in flavor and aftertaste. Roasted chicken 
with a pan-gravy would show this oh-so-likeable effort off to its 
best and most enjoyable effect.  O C I $45.00
* iu J VINEYARDS Strata Russian River Valley 2013
This wine is a little brighter than its mate above if somewhat less 
expressive overall, but it too is a wine that will provide plenty of 
forthright drinkability. Its crisp Fuji apple personality is supported 
by wisps of key limes and gentle oak, and while there is no lack 
of firmness, so too is there a bit of polish and rounding of edges 
to the wine. Like its partner in crime above, this wine will serve 
nicely now yet can hold a bit as well.  1 C I $38.00 

* iu J VINEYARDS Russian River Valley 2013
This attractive, somewhat polished offering delivers a nice mix 
of fresh apples and deftly fit oak in a friendly and accessible style 
that, while a bit light on stuffing, goes right to Chardonnay’s 
fruity point. It is moderately full-bodied and fairly rounded in feel 
with a slight tic of heat at the finish, but it has the richness to 
work well as a foil to chicken in sauce, and it is a tasty, easy-to-
enjoy effort right now.  3 C D $28.00
im JACKHAMMER Central Coast 2013
Offering no more than a cursory bit of loosely apple-like fruit in 
the nose and even less in its slightly sweet, bitter-edged, patently 
non-varietal flavors, this soft and sluggish offering fails to rise 
above simple jug-wine achievement and is bound to disappoint 
anyone looking for real Chardonnay.  3 C D $13.00
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* jl JOSEPH PHELPS Freestone Vineyard 2013
Sonoma Coast. The push for lower alcohol in California wine is 
going to produce bottlings like this in which the price for restraint 
is a slight bit of “greenness” in the fruit. But with that moderate 
narrowing comes a tighter, brighter balance that will appeal to 
those who prefer the added minerality and tartness of the style. 
And while we might prefer a somewhat lower price as well, there 
is no doubting that Phelps Freestone Chardonnays provide the 
world with alternatives in wide distribution-- both for now and 
for wines that are cellarworthy.  3 l I $55.00

* it LA CREMA Sonoma Coast 2013
Clean as a whistle, mid-density in weight and volume and evident 
if moderate oakiness lifting its mix of ripe and slight green apple 
fruitiness, this wine is exactly what a $20 Chardonnay should be. 
It is somewhat rounded in texture with enough youthful energy 
for balance, and it demands no further aging to be rewarding in 
the near term yet can age a bit if that is your wont.
GOOD VALUE  3 C I $23.00
iq LAETITIA Estate Arroyo Grande Valley 2013
A bit stinting in richness at most all of its stops, and a wine that 
never quite opens up, this bottling suffers from the coarseness 
of youth without showing much in the way of fruity stuffing or 
depth. It is clean, but it is very much lacking in charm, and its 
chances of filling out and becoming complete with age appear 
fairly small at best.  3 l D $20.00 

ir LAVA CAP Reserve El Dorado 2013
Admittedly, this is a softened version of Chardonnay, but it does 
say its name in no uncertain terms starting with ripe appley notes 
in its first aromas and continuing with a juicy, almost slurpy bent 
on the palate. Evident oak adds some richness to the proceedings 
but may also add to the slight coarseness as the wine finishes. On 
the whole, it is drinkable and could serve well with roast chickens.
GOOD VALUE  3 C D $18.00
io LINE 39 California 2013
The good news is that this candied, soft, slightly weedy Chard 
will not give you a bellyache, and if you spend a sawbuck on it, 
you would only be out ten dollars and not do any harm to your 
palate. That said, this is ordinary, generic plonk lacking in all that 
graces desirable versions of the variety.  3 C D $11.00

** jm LORING Sierra Mar Vineyard 2013
Santa Lucia Highlands. None of Loring’s wines are made in the 
lighter-is-better paradigm, but, of the bunch, this one is arguably 
the brightest and best balanced. It shares in the sweet oak and 
full ripeness of its mates while keying on deep, appley fruit that 
is at once both juicy and crisp, and its richer traits are set against a 

neatly placed, complementary streak of enlivening acidity. It is by 
no means a light wine, yet it is comparatively light on its feet 
for one of its ample size, and its vitality marks it as a Chardonnay 
that can grow for a few years.  O l I $40.00
* jl LORING Rosella’s Vineyard Santa Lucia Highlands 2013
Introduced by a fairly outgoing, slightly blossomy nose of fully 
ripe apples laced with touches of crème caramel and very much 
following suit on the palate, Loring’s lot from Rosella’s Vineyard 
is a well-done expression of the richness and fruity weight that 
its provenance so often provides. Its happy balance of viscosity 
and firmness keeps it from being stiff or dragging its feet, and, 
if not begging for hasty service, it is easy-to-taste and thoroughly 
likeable right now.  O l D $40.00
* it LORING Parmalee-Hill Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2013
Leaner and lighter wines are getting their fair share of attention 
these days, yet there are still plenty of folks who like Chardonnays 
that emphasize richness and oak, and this outgoing effort is sure 
to satisfy their tastes. It is full, fat and slightly oily in feel with ripe 
apples and sweet spice to spare, and its open architecture makes 
it one to enjoy without waiting.  O l I $40.00
* it LORING Santa Lucia Highlands 2013
The Loring hand is again unmistakable here. The wine is at once 
fully ripe and indelibly oaky, and it steers well away from delicacy 
and nuance with a mildly woody tang and a slight spot of heat 
showing up at the finish. It nevertheless earns easy endorsement 
for its mouthfilling richness, and if, in the end, things get just a 
bit ragged, it does a good job at keeping its full measure of ripe 
apples intact.  1 l D $24.00

* jl LUCIA Santa Lucia Highlands 2013
By Pisoni. Here is a fully-ripened and outgoing wine with plenty of 
personality, and, while big and rich and generously appointed 
with oak and lees, it is solidly grounded in very deep and defined 
Chardonnay fruit. It is less concerned with finesse at this point 
than it is with substance and size, yet it is young and sufficiently 
well-balanced to suggest that a bit of polish is in the offing with 
year or two of bottle age.  1 l I $45.00

* is PATLAND Napa Valley 2013
Fairly ripe, decidedly oaky and holding very little in reserve, this 
sizeable Chardonnay leads with plenty of appley fruit and conveys 
a reasonable sense of depth, but its early impressions of richness 
are compromised by unexpected suggestions of vaguely phenolic 
toughness. While it has many of the components of a serious 
wine, it wants for polish and better integration of its parts that 
age may or may not bring.  1 l I $60.00
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ip PEJU Persephone Vineyard Napa Valley 2013
At best described as being tentatively fruity and colored with a 
curious note of burnt marshmallows in the nose, this incomplete 
working is soft, oddly candied and hollow, and its half-hearted 
attempts to find clear varietal direction are foiled by sweetness 
and finishing bitterness.  1 C D $28.00

* it PRIDE Vintner’s Select Cuvée Sonoma County 2013
Complex, layered and fairly potent in the Pride style, this wine is 
nothing short of an effusive effort with suggestions of honey and 
oak at every turn. Yet, for all of its generosity, it is never quite as 
fruity as needs be and it hangs on gamely to its varietal character. 
Its oily entry texture and fullness on the palate is kept firmly in 
check by acidity, but it does lean to Chardonnay’s richer side and 
will effortlessly stand up to richly fleshed fishes or to full-flavored 
fowl preparations .  1 L I $50.00

** jp RAMEY Platt Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2012
Leading with lots of vigorous and vital young fruit in the nose 
that is quickly joined by complexing elements of minerals and a 
touch of bakery shop sweetness and following with intense, very 
deep flavors that stay right in step, the Platt Vineyard bottling is 
at once both fleshy and quite firm with vibrant acidity played 
against its slight oily richness. It displays terrific length but it is 
still a near-nervy youngster that is years away from showing its 
best. More than being a Chardonnay that can keep, it is one that 
definitively begs for age.  1 l A $65.00

** jn RAMEY Ritchie Vineyard Russian River Valley 2012
Although coming across as the tightest and least outgoing of 
the Ramey Chardonnay clan, this slightly wiry youngster conveys 
a fine sense of fruity depth and the certain promise to unfold 
with age. It is presently fixed on citrus and stones with a core 
smattering of sweeter fruit that is looking to more fully emerge, 
and, while its ample acidity affords a great deal of brightness and 
verve, it presently pushes the wine toward narrowing back-
palate stiffness. Much like its companion from the Platt Vineyard, 
it very much wants a fair bit of time in which to evolve, and the 
smart money says to stash it away and out of reach in the cellar 
for at least two to four years.  1 l A $65.00 

** jm RAMEY Woolsey Road Vineyard 2012
Russian River Valley. Yet another vital and very deeply filled 
Chardonnay that marks one more success for Ramey in 2012, 
this deep, but somewhat tightly drawn wine marries a good bit 
of vibrant, slightly juicy young fruit with very well-measured oak 

and complexing accents of stony spice. It, too, is wonderfully 
energetic and layered, and it possesses remarkable length with 
more than enough structure and depth to make a few years of 
waiting a wise course to take. 1 l I $65.00

** jm RAMEY Sonoma Coast 2012
This rich, carefully proportioned young wine shows many of the 
same pieces and very nearly the same sense of admirable depth 
of its pricier, single-site mates, and it does so in a slightly more 
open manner. It is full and firm in feel with plenty of balancing 
acidity showing up after its initially rounded beginnings, and it 
earns high marks, indeed, for its layering, fruity continuity and 
fine length. We would not be hasty about pulling its cork even 
if it is a little more forward than its decidedly age-worthy siblings, 
but, whether held for a bit or served up sooner with the likes of 
grilled salmon, it is a complete Chardonnay that convincingly hits 
all of the right marks.  3 l I $40.00

* iu RAMEY Russian River Valley 2012
Although it may not rise to the heights of the best Chardonnays 
on this year’s Ramey roster, this very well-made offering can in 
no way be looked at as lacking. It is as juicy as any, if not quite 
as complex, and it exhibits a wealth of winsome, young, fully 
ripe, apple-like fruit with an attractive complement of seamlessly 
fit oak adding a nice note of sweetness. It is both balanced and 
fairly accessible, and it gets our votes as the one to drink first, 
but it has the structure to keep and plenty of room for another 
year or two of improvement.  3 l D $40.00

ir ROCK WALL Estate Russian River Valley 2013
Gala apple fragrances tied to a modest touch of creamy oak lift 
the nose, and even with a whiff of green apples, things stay more 
on track than not. Medium-full to full in body and slightly oily in 
texture owing in part to glycerin and softened acidity, this one is 
a bit coarse in the late going, and, all in all, it challenges for full 
recommendation.  1 C D $35.00

iq RODNEY STRONG Sonoma County 2013
Fairly sedate and drawn along tighter lines with clean, but rather 
limited fruit barely keeping it in the varietal fold, this bare-bones 
Chardonnay flirts briefly with a hesitant bit of mildly citrusy, green 
apple character before trailing away to dryness and ending with 
a slight chalky bite.  3 l D $17.00

* is SARAH’S VINEYARD Estate Santa Clara Valley 2012
Very much influenced by pushy oak and laced with elements of 
vanilla, toast and clovey spice from beginning to end, this full-
bodied working struggles a bit to keep fruit in clear view, and, 
although it is understandably a little too fat and lavishly oaked 
for some appetites, it is bound to please others for its rich and 
wide-open style.  O l D $30.00

*** jr RAMEY Hyde Vineyard Carneros Napa Valley 2012
David Ramey’s very impressive collection of new Chardonnays 
offers a wealth of wonderfully concentrated fruit and is striking 
in its shared depth and complexity, and this one from the Hyde 
Vineyard is the most outgoing of the bunch. It is, like its mates, 
a big and yet impeccably balanced wine of great substance and 
range, and, even if still very young, it is remarkably expressive 
stuff with layer upon layer of ripe apples, sweet oak and lees all 
underlain by a distinctive, minerally note. For all of its evident 
richness, it is a wine that can only get better, and its very high 
recommendation comes with the hope that it be set aside for 
another two or three years.  1 l I $65.00
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ir SARAH’S VINEYARD Santa Cruz Mountains 2012
While fairly restrained and close to stark in its narrow, slightly 
citric aromas, this wine surprises with a bit of fruity sweetness 
once in the mouth. It is rounded and slightly oily on entry but 
stiffens and takes on an edge of hardness later on, and it is just 
coarse enough in the latter going to want another twelve months 
in the bottle.  O l I $28.00
iq SARAH’S VINEYARD Central Coast 2012
As suggestive of candied pears as of anything else and a bit off 
the mark with regard to specific varietal focus, this frontal wine is 
simple and lacking in substance and life. It is clean, and it does 
nothing to offend, but it is the least satisfying of the winery’s 
three 2012 Chardonnays.  1 C D $20.00

** jo SAXON BROWN Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2012
Napa Valley. From its effusive yet keenly focused aromas of ripe 
apples, citrus and crème brûlée to its very deep and equally 
well-defined flavors, this solid offering hits all of the right varietal 
marks and shows, along with David Ramey’s first-rate iteration 
above, why Hyde Vineyard consistently ranks among California’s 
very best Chardonnay sites. It is impressively concentrated and 
quite full on the palate, yet it is beautifully balanced with more 
than enough youthful brightness and bounce to ensure a very 
long life, and it promises to find even more layered interest and 
beauty with age.  O l I $58.00
* is SAXON BROWN Durell Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2012
Leaning to sweet apples in the nose with underlying elements of 
charred wood and lees in the mix, this moderately full-bodied 
Chardonnay shows a slight bit of glyceriny thickness on the palate 
before delayed acidity works to firm things up. It is at once juicy 
and a touch hot at the finish, but even if obvious ripeness is an 
ongoing theme here, the wine does not let go of fruit and will 
serve comfortably with richer foods.  O l D $58.00
iq SAXON BROWN Sangiacomo Vineyard Carneros 2012
Green Acres Hill. Not half as well filled as either of its Saxon 
Brown mates and on the skimpy side in most every respect, the 
Sangiacomo Green Acres Hill bottling is limited in richness, range 
and volume. Its wispy early suggestions of fruit are gone by mid- 
palate, and coarseness and chalky bitterness become the wine’s 
most lasting traits.  O l D $48.00
* is SEQUOIA GROVE Napa Valley 2013
You may want to look elsewhere for flamboyant richness and 
layered complexity if that is what you seek, but this spotlessly 
clean effort speaks specifically to Chardonnay with a very clear 
voice. It sits in the safe middle of the varietal road and smacks of 
ripe apples with accents of sweet oak, and its rounded feel 
makes it a friendly drink now.  3 l D $28.00
* it SIGNORELLO Hope’s Cuvée Napa Valley 2013
Its hazy appearance in the glass is no more than a reflection of 
the belief that wine need not be stripped of all its solids and look 
as pristine as water in order to be enjoyable. Indeed, the trend 
toward less filtration in wine is growing, and, especially as it has 
become part of the “language” of Chardonnay, the slight haze 
here is no problem at all. We do find the wine a little too tight 
and angular however, and, while the pulpy fruit associated with 
unfiltered wines does also appear, the wine finishes with a drier 

and slightly coarse edge. It needs service with savory white wine 
dishes to show at its best.  O l I $80.00
ir SONOMA-CUTRER Sonoma Coast 2013
A bit sparing in obvious fruit and showing a certain vaguely stony 
cast to its balanced but brief, mildly citrusy flavors, this cleanly 
made middleweight is something of a minimalist, but it shows 
nary a hint of the candied confection that routinely comes with 
inexpensive Chardonnays and is thus a useful and fairly versatile 
wine to pour with sundry seafoods.  3 F D $21.00
ir ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County 2013
A nice note of lemon-tinged fruit leads the way in the nose and 
is joined by a slight spot of sweetness on the palate, and, while 
a relatively simple Chardonnay of modest depth and reach, this 
one is clean and constant with just enough enlivening acidity to 
be a useful companion with chicken or fish. And, it is priced right.
GOOD VALUE  3 l D $15.00
iq TESTAROSSA Cuvée 107 Santa Lucia Highlands 2013
Chalky and slightly cardboardy to start, but finding a bit of energy 
as it opens with air, this medium-full-bodied wine is solid in build 
if a tad less than completely filled in flavor. On the whole, it is a 
functional Chardonnay, and while it is not much more than that, 
its price is not overreaching.  1 F D $20.00
* is VERMEIL Dutton Ranch Russian River Valley 2013
Here is a Chardonnay of two different minds in that it is both 
fairly complex and yet somewhat tight-fisted in fruit. It smells 
and tastes of minerals, vanilla and toasty oak with a wispy note 
of green apples off to the side, and, while bright and balanced, 
its halting impressions of ripeness leave it seeming just a touch 
underfilled. That said, it will be helped by a bit of bottle age and 
should serve in the meantime as a refreshing foil to sundry, lightly 
seasoned, broiled fishes.  O l I $42.00
* is V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2013
Moderately deep and yet still fairly tight with plenty of youthful 
acidity sticking out in contrast to its fairly obvious ripeness and 
extract, the Sattui Chardonnay is not so much at war with itself 
as it is simply a gawky adolescent. It sports a good measure of 
apple-like fruit that is matched step for step by sweet oak, and, 
if a bit hot and raw at the finish, it has what it takes to age into 
better over the next couple of years.  1 l I $52.00
* iu ZD Reserve Carneros 2013
Lemon zest and vanilla lead the way in the nose and a hint of dill 
adds its own somewhat unique marker to the wine. A touch of a 
youthful, slightly candied edge also emerges with air, and while 
there is plenty of fullness on the palate to keep things headed in 
the right direction, this one treads a slightly unique path. A late 
touch of coarseness will be corrected with a bit of bottle age, 
but, even now, it also adds a spot of useful backbone to this rich, 
very interesting bottling.  1 l I $70.00
iq ZD California 2013
Edging to citrus and a bit stinting in substance with a slightly hard 
edge to its comparatively cramped flavors, this wine speaks to 
Chardonnay with a muted voice and strains in its attempts to 
find full fruity expression. It drifts away on the back palate and 
takes on a touch of late-arriving bitterness, and it never quite 
gets into the varietal game.  3 l D $38.00
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* it AMADOR FOOTHILL Estate Bottled 2012
Shenandoah Valley. A bit of creamy oak sweetness is nicely 
aligned with the zesty, red cherry fruit of Barbera in the nose of 
this clean and keenly defined youngster, and the wine does not 
disappoint on the palate. It is moderately full-bodied and quite 
energetic thanks to a full complement of acidity, and its insistent, 
well-extracted fruit keeps its slight tilt to tartness no more than 
that. It is, in short, a fairly definitive look at the grape, and, if it 
comes without any extra whistles and bells, it hits the varietal 
mark with real precision.  O B I $24.00
ir ANDIS Hannah’s Vineyard Amador County 2012
So ripe-seeming in the nose as to telegraph sweetness yet clearly 
and confidently fruity as well, this is a wine of decidedly mixed 
messages but, in the end, comfortably settles on blackberries as 
its central theme. It is supple to start and slightly more viscous 
than Barbera is typically wont to be, but acidity arrives, however 
belated, as does a streak of edgy young tannins. It will be helped 
by service with food now and should round into better shape in 
a couple of years.  1 B I $25.00
ir ANDIS Cooper Ranch Amador County 2011
Running a bit more than is typical into ripe, rich and chocolaty 
notes, this wine has a somewhat rounded early texture that also 
takes it a bit wide of the expected Barbera mark but does not at 
all disqualify it as an interesting red wine. Dry earth notes and dry 
tannins suggest service with well-seasoned beef or even pork-
based stews/estofadas.  O T I $25.00

* it AUGUST RIDGE Kokopelli Vineyards Paso Robles 2011
Kokopelli, an American Indian, Hopi and Zuni, god of fertility and 
agriculture whose role for our purposes is to bring on the Spring 
and encourage the rain, could well become a favorite in these 
quarters. Here he has brought about a Barbera with ripe fruit and 

a decent dollop of acidity albeit with a certain underbelly softness. 
Hints of berries, dry yet rich soils and a tangy edge all feature in 
this wine, and it can age a bit as well.  O B I $25.00

* iu BELLAGRACE Amador County 2012
Every bit as well-filled and somewhat more forward and articulate 
than its partner below presently is, this nicely composed wine is 
appointed with lots of ripe and yet vibrant, young, blackberry fruit 
with a deft touch of oak playing careful support. It is rich with 
absolutely no pretense to high drama, and it is wonderfully well-
measured in ripeness with neatly integrated acidity where acid 
should be. If never flamboyant, it is in all ways a very complete 
Barbera with a little more polish than most of its mates, and it 
will make tasty drinking with dishes ranging from hearty pastas 
to grilled meats. 1 B I $29.00
* it BELLAGRACE Reserve Amador County 2012
Here, again, is a reserve wine that while quite good in itself is a 
slight step off the pace set by it less-pricey mate. It is moderately 
rich and fairly well-stuffed with a good complement of sweet 
oak in league with its plum- and berry-like fruit. It tightens up 
after a supple start with a stony bite and plainly evident acidity 
coming on at the finish, and, while hampered by its eleventh-
hour stiffness, it shows good promise for keeping and should 
relax with a few years of age.  O B I $45.00

* iu BELLA LUNA Lot One San Benito 2010
If we were to judge by the ripeness levels in its aromas, we might 
not identify the wine as Barbera, but, in the mouth, it scores 
very well on the varietal meter for both its pert cherry flavors and 
for its bracing latter palate acidity. Age has added its own touch 
of slight rounding to the mouthfeel, and while we think further 
softening is likely to come with time in bottle, there is no reason 
to wait to enjoy the wine.  O B I $40.00

Much like Zinfandel, Barbera has been a long-time resident of California with its 
first local plantings dating back to the 19th century. It, too, was cultivated principally 
in hotter inland regions, and its funda- mental place in the state’s vinous land-
scape was to provide much-needed acid- ity to oceans of nameless generic red 
blends. It briefly enjoyed a bit of atten- tion as a tangy, varietally labeled ver-
sion in the 1960s and 1970s when grown in coastal vineyards by a few producers 
such as Sebastiani and Martini, but it never found a significant place as a stand-alone variety, and, over the past twenty years, its acre-
age and interest in it have steadily and substantially declined. Its fortunes, however, might well be ready to change for the better. 

It has quietly found a home in the Sierra Foothills and a few scattered vineyards closer to the coast, and, under the aegis of several dozen growers 
and artisan vintners, it is making a surprising number of very good wines. The best, such as those from Borjón, BellaGrace and Easton in Amador 
County deliver an unexpected degree of complexity and fruity depth while capitalizing on the grape’s inclinations to food-friendly acidity, and, as 
group, this month’s lot makes a strong case that local Barbera has a unique and useful niche to fill. We very much recommend that you give them a try.
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blackberry-like fruit. It ups the ante in richness without tipping to 
excess and is polished and quite long on the palate, and, if its 
neatly matched tannins and acidity are so well-integrated that it 
does not demand time in the cellar, it is sure to age famously for 
no fewer than five or six years by dint of its fruity depth and very 
fine balance.  1 B I $30.00
* jl BORJÓN Reposado Amador County 2013
The 2013 Reposado is a nicely filled and solidly varietal Barbera 
that shows a bit more dimension and fruity depth than its slightly 
narrow precursor from the year before. Both are well-balanced 
but this one has more essential substance and stamina, and its 
combination of structure and stuffing encourages a few years 
of keeping. Not only is it a keen and compelling expression of 
the variety, it gets an appreciative nod for very fine value as well.
GOOD VALUE  1 B I $25.00
* iu BORJÓN Iscander Diferente Shenandoah Valley 2012
50% Barbera; 50% Zinfandel. This weighty, generously oaked 
opus comfortably juxtaposes Zinfandel’s fuller, blackberry fruit 
with the zestier, tart cherry traits of Barbera in a rich and well-
balanced mix. The wine is slightly supple and somewhat fleshy in 
feel, and it is finished with nicely managed tannins that lend a 
welcome bit of last-minute structural grip without interfering 
with its insistent themes of sweet spice and ripe berries. It is so 
rich as to invite drinking early on, but a few years of patience will 
pay real dividends.  O B I $45.00
* it BORJÓN Reposado Amador County 2012
A nose of pert, berry-like fruit puts this one on the sure varietal 
track right from the first, and the energetic flavors that follow 
get a marked lift from ample acidity. Medium-full-bodied and 
quite firm in balance with a mildly bitter twist to its narrow finish, 
the wine is built along fairly tight lines, but it shows just enough 
teasing richness to suggest that a few years of age could work 
in its favor.  1 B I $25.00
* is BORJÓN Complejo Amador County 2012
This ripe and lavishly oaked wine may win recommendation for 
its richness, but it behaves like Barbera in expensive Cabernet 
clothing and is less than keen in its varietal focus. It is full, slightly 
fat and frontal in flavor with lots of sweet spice sitting atop its 
somewhat amorphous dark fruit and a fair catch of heat to its 
moderately tannic finish, and, in the end, it is ripeness that speaks 
with the loudest voice.  O B I $100.00
iq BRAY Shenandoah Valley 2011
Ripe berries merge with a bit of briary spice and hints of smoke 
in the nose here, and the wine steers a course not unlike that of 
Zinfandel. It is a touch soft as classic Barbera goes, and its flavors 
take on an edge of dark chocolate and lose fruity focus as they 
gradually give ground to ripeness.  O B I $24.00
iq CARDELLA L’aquedotto Vineyard California 2011
District 13. Mendota. Showing the same earthy distractions as 
its year-younger counterpart but to a lesser and nowhere near so 
bothersome degree, this muddled wine still manages to find 
a reasonable sense of varietal identity by way of its loosely berry-
like aspects and its acid-firmed structure, and it gets good marks 
for balance if not clarity.  O B I $17.00
io CARDELLA L’aquedotto Vineyard California 2012
District 13. Mendota. Too earthy by half and wholly lacking in 
positive varietal direction, Cardella’s 2012 version may be Barbera 
in name, but it is sluggish, thin and surprisingly sere all at once 
without benefit of evident fruit, and it races away to unbuffered 
heat in the latter going.  1 B D $17.00

* is BINZ Sleeper-Crain Vineyard Shenandoah Valley 2013
On the one hand sporting a good sense of youthful brightness 
and snap yet fairly ripe, rich and bold on the other, this bottling 
manages to be both big and slightly piquant at the same time 
with berries, plums, tart cherries and sweet oak in sight from 
beginning to end. It is young, but it is tasty right now, and, if it 
is sure to keep well for several years, it will make a comfortable 
near-term companion to all sorts of pastas generously bathed in 
meaty, tomato-based sauces.  O B I $25.00
iq BLACKSMITH Napa Valley 2012
Although this moderately full-bodied, slightly dry-leaning effort 
at first seems headed in the right varietal direction, it runs into a 
woodsy, vaguely earthy detour on its way, and, try as it might, it 
never musters enough energy or the right fruity stuff to fully get 
back on track.  O B D $18.00
iq BOEGER The Barbeara El Dorado 2012
77.5% Barbera; 21.5% Aglianico. 1% Cabernet Sauvignon. Fit 
with a jumble of contrasting pieces that leaves it a bit at odds 
with itself right from the start, this “bear” is at once ripe and 
tangy and palpably hot. While hinting randomly of blackberries, 
tart cherries, cranberries and brushy spice, it comes without a 
clear fruity compass, and it runs afoul of acid and high alcohol 
at the end.  1 B I $15.00
ip BOEGER El Dorado 2012
Fairly sweet on the nose and following with slightly muddled, 
like-minded flavors that suggest strawberry jam more than real 
Barbera character, this vague and very ripe wine is slightly soft at 
the edges, and its ongoing impressions of candied sweetness are 
underscored by coarsening heat that flares into prominence at 
the end.   3 B D $18.00

** jm BORJÓN Selección Amador County 2013
As a group, the many Borjón Barberas are worthy of note, and 
this one takes its place at the head of a very good class. It is a 
wine of striking richness and depth, and, while ripe and making 
liberal use of sweet oak, it is never less than distinctly varietal in 
its firm structure and the wonderfully vibrant blackberry fruit that 
runs its considerable length. Those who think that Barbera lacks 
the potential for being a serious wine will be surprised here, and 
we anticipate that it will gain added polish and range over the 
next half-dozen years.  1 B I $38.00
* jl BORJÓN Reserva Amador County 2012
Yet another noteworthy success and our pick from Borjón’s 2012 
Barbera portfolio, this carefully crafted, moderately full-bodied 
rendition tempers the grape’s inclinations to tartness with a good 
dollop of sweet oak and an extra measure of optimally ripened, 
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* iu DILLIAN Reserve Shenandoah Valley 2012
If its partner below struggles to find and then hold on to fruit, this 
nicely filled wine does just the opposite. It is rife with ripe berries 
and shows plenty of Barbera’s classic cranberry-like tang, and it 
gets very high marks for persistence and balance. A bit of sweet 
oak adds a touch of extra richness, and its many parts are joined 
together in a seamless, well-structured fit. While it is easy to like 
now, it has room for improvement, and it will not reach its best 
for a couple of years.  1 B I $34.00
iq DILLIAN Shenandoah Valley 2012
Oddly fumey and fairly thin in the nose with but a wispy note of 
indistinct fruit coming through, this one surprises by being riper 
and far fuller on the palate, but it gradually gives up to coarseness 
and heat and never settles on fundamental fruit for quite as long 
as it needs to claim real success.  O B I $26.00
ir DRYTOWN Amador County 2013
So ripe that it wavers in its varietal focus and is more confected 
than it is keenly fruity, this one nonetheless makes the grade for 
its richness and firm structure. Its hard-to-miss acidity plays a very 
welcome counterpoint to its early sensations of sweetness, and, 
if a touch coarse and hot in the latter going, the wine refuses to 
soften and dry.  1 B I $19.00

* jl EASTON Cooper Ranch Shenandoah Valley 2011
California and Barbera intersect to great success here. Not only is 
this wine filled with the grape’s tart and dry soil spiciness but it 
also brandishes a bit of an orange-rind quality that builds nicely 
upon its tangy side with a touch of fruity sweetness and richness. 
It is fuller than not in body with supple beginnings and a firmed 
up finish that is all varietal, and if not especially high in tannin, it 
is a sure bet to improve with several years in bottle.
GOOD VALUE 1 B I $25.00
* iu EASTON Monarch Mine Vineyard Sierra Foothills 2012
This well-crafted working shows Barbera in a somewhat more 
mannerly light, and, if hitting all of the right varietal marks from 
its lively, berry-like fruit to its firm acid balance, it comes with a 
little more polish than most. It is by no means a light wine and 
is, in fact, fairly substantial. It has the structure and spine to grow 
into better over the next half-dozen years, yet its very fine fit of 
pieces affords it plenty of near-term appeal. 
GOOD VALUE  O B A $25.00
* it EASTON Cooper Ranch Shenandoah Valley 2010
Another very fine Barbera from the combination of Easton and 

Cooper Ranch, this bottling does not shy away from ripeness yet 
is a bit brighter and brisker in smell than the slightly richer 2011 
version, and the style here does show more of Barbera’s vaunted 
acidity at the slight expense of somewhat noticeable tannin. Still, 
this is a wine to be enjoyed over the next few years while its tart 
cherry fruit remains in clear focus.  1 B I $25.00
* it EASTON Monarch Mine Vineyard Sierra Foothills 2011
If a touch riper at first encounter, this Barbera does come with a 
built-in tart-cherry edge to its sweet fruit overlays and its leathery 
complexity. Its palatal balance brings it further into the expected 
varietal fold, and that bright edge set against its slightly dry fruit 
and dark, still resolving aspects make us want to put the wine in 
the cellar for a bit.  O B I $25.00
* is EASTON Cooper Ranch Shenandoah Valley 2012
Solidly fruited and recalling plums and black cherries with the 
accent on ripeness throughout, Easton’s Cooper Ranch bottling 
from 2012 is both tough and tangy with ample Barbera acidity 
pushing its tannins fairly hard at the end. It is fairly rough-cut stuff 
when compared to its same-vintage mate from the Monarch Mine 
site and is likely to remain on the rustic side of things even with 
the five-plus years of age it deserves.   1 B A $25.00
iq EASTON Monarch Mine Vineyard Sierra Foothills 2010
The heaviest, least vital of the Easton Barberas, the wine runs to 
chocolate and oak in the relative absence of convincing fruit, and 
its somewhat rounded entry to the palate is followed by an 
enervated, dry suggestion of fruit that never gets going. Acid in 
the latter palate accentuates the light-medium tannin and results 
in a tough, sere finish.  O B I $25.00
iq FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Reserve Amador County 2012
Although starting out with a nice note of tart, tangy cherries in 
the nose, this moderately ripe, mildly chocolaty wine does not 
follow up all that well once in the mouth, and its here-and-gone 
fruit fades away far too soon leaving puckery dryness and hard-
to-ignore heat in its wake.  1 B I $32.00

* jl HELWIG Frenchmen’s Creek Shenandoah Valley 2013
Both richer and a bit riper than its 2013 cellarmate, but a wine 
that is insistent, incisively fruity and quite well-controlled, Helwig’s 
Frenchmen’s Creek offering is among the more polished and 
graceful Barberas around even while hewing to the acidy firmness 
that marks the variety. Its confident mix of ripe and tart cherries 
is accented with a deft touch of oak and a bit of orange zest, 
and, if nothing about it dissuades very enjoyable drinking right 
now, it has the structure and stuffing to ensure another four of 
five years of steady improvement.  1 B I $38.00
* is HELWIG Shenandoah Valley 2012
Here is a wine that proves that ripeness and accuracy are not 
antithetical, and, beneath its considerable flesh and fat, its acidy 
Barbera bones are plainly apparent. It is moderately full-bodied 
and more than moderately fruity with tart cherries, berries and a 
bit of sweet oak running its length, and, if it is admittedly a touch 
heavy and lets noticeable heat show at the finish, it never once 
loses its varietal aim.  1 B I $24.00
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ir MACCHIA Righteous Linsteadt Vineyard 2013
Amador County. Sweet, hot and earthy with a heavy dose of 
dark chocolate and next to nothing in the way of recognizable 
Barbera identity, this powerful, but patently unruly wine is again 
governed by hard-charging ripeness from front to back, and its 
all-too-apparent inclinations to high heat are not wholly offset by 
its considerable richness.  1 T I $22.00
iq MACCHIA Delicious Lodi 2013
Extravagant ripeness holds sway from start to finish in this big-
bodied, close-to-syrupy working and essentially obliterates any 
specific varietal character other than Barbera’s predilection to 
acidity, and, if bound to please die-hard devotees of its no-holds-
barred style, it is simply too hot and excessive in its dried-grape 
desiccation to find favor here.  1 T D $20.00

* is MONTEVINA Skyland Ridge Amador County 2012
Nicely fruited, sporting a fair measure of sweet oak and showing 
an inkling of plushness that is not Barbera’s norm, Montevina’s 
Skyland Ridge bottling is a mannerly, moderately full-bodied wine 
that ups the ante in terms of richness without tipping too far to 
ripeness. Its integral acidity keeps it lively and balanced yet never 
sticks out in an obvious way, and, if certain to hold for several 
years, this is an affable Barbera that offers plenty of near-term 
appeal at a price that is nothing short of an absolute bargain.
GOOD VALUE  3 B I $12.00
io NIGHTFALL Lodi 2011
Rather more ripe than fruity yet not especially full-bodied by way 
of contrast, this bottling smells of dark chocolate and somewhat 
dried-out grapes, and, while it may be a tad lighter on its feet 
on the palate, it is no fruitier and runs to sharp and angular acid 
ahead of all else.  O T D $10.00

* is OLD CREEK RANCH Estelle Vineyard 2011
Santa Ynez Valley. A touch more open and just slightly fuller 
on the palate, but never a big or weighty wine, this one would 
be our choice for current drinking among the two Old Creeks. It 
is all Barbera in fruit and tangy acids, and, it too could benefit by 
a year or two of patience.  O L I $35.00
* is OLD CREEK RANCH Honea Vineyard 2012
Santa Ynez Valley. The younger of the Old Creek Ranch brace 
is also the lighter of the two, but only by a bit, and the little that 
it gives up in weight is nicely offset by youthful energy. The nervy, 
almost wiry suggestions within red berry/blueberry aromas finds 
a clear parallel in firm, slightly closed-in flavors that can benefit 
from a year or two in bottle.  O L I $35.00

ir HELWIG Amador County 2013
This clean and lively youngster may be justifiably accused of being 
a bit simple, but it is has a good fix on the zesty, tart cherry fruit 
of Barbera. While it does not rush headlong to acidy angularity 
and stiffness, it definitely resides on the tight and tangy end of 
the varietal spectrum, and we see it being at its buoyant best 
over the next few years.  1 B I $18.00

* jl LAS POSITAS Livermore Valley 2012
Despite the fact that it checks in at a slightly lower price than its 
very good reserve counterpart, this one gets our vote as the more 
successful wine of the two. It leads with a rich and lively nose of 
boysenberries and red plums overlain by a deft bit of vanillin oak, 
and it follows true to promise with deep, very precise, varietal 
flavors whose ample acidity is buffered by plenty of concentrated 
fruit. Its lengthy, long-on-energy finish is wonderfully sustained 
in its focus, and, as good as the wine is at the moment, it can 
only get better with age.  1 B I $40.00
* iu LAS POSITAS Reserve Livermore Valley 2012
Managing to be both bright and fully ripe at one and the same 
time and every inch a Barbera in terms of its zesty blackberry fruit 
and firm balance, the Las Positas Reserve shows singular touches 
of dried herbs with neatly placed oak lending a bit of extra 
richness and range. It is full and just a bit stiff at this point, and, 
though it is not overly tannic, its undisguised back-palate acidity 
convinces that it will improve for a few years and last for a good 
many more.  O B A $50.00

* jl LAVA CAP El Dorado 2012
More savory than sweet in the nose yet fully possessed of deep 
and defined blackberry fruit that is the center of attraction from 
first sniff to finish, Lava Cap’s fine showing stands with the richer, 
more supple Barberas in this month’s survey. It is ripe but in no 
way excessive and conveys the sense of a thoughtful winemaking 
hand throughout, and it is finished with just the right measure 
of proper varietal firmness and fine last-minute tannins to make 
a convincing case for three to five years of keeping. 
GOOD VALUE 1 B A $25.00
* it MACCHIA Infamous Cooper Ranch 2013
Amador County. As a group, the Macchia Barberas are about 
as big and as ripe as they come, and, while this one goes right 
to the limit, it is uncannily well-balanced for the close-to-extreme 
wine that it is. It is generously fruited and steers clear of raisins 
and chocolate, and, while fairly dense, it keys on juicy, fully ripe 
cherries with lots of vigorous, very varietal acidity and a bit of 
tannic, back-palate firmness to ensure aging. It is a wine that 
performs far better than its 15.5% stated alcohol might suggest. 
GOOD VALUE  O B A $22.00
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iq RANCHO ROBLE Estate Bottled California 2010
This pair from Rancho Roble distinguish themselves as clean but 
on the dry side, and while they are not especially full in body, they 
lack real fruity drive. The 2010, the younger of the two, does find 
a bit of length to keep it going.  O B D $20.00

iq RANCHO ROBLE Estate Bottled California 2009
A year older and a touch richer but not any more fruity than the 
wine above, this version hints at slightly higher acidity but never 
really delivers in the manner that separates Barbera from other 
varieties. It too manages a bit of length and shows just enough 
stuffing to earn average grades.  O B D $20.00

io SERA FINA Amador County 2012
Defined fruit and varietal direction are casualties of ripeness here, 
and, while the wine might have the hard acid edge of Barbera, 
it is coarse and astringent with a bothersome streak of scorched 
chocolate and old wood. It is fairly withered and dry at its heart, 
and it has nowhere good to go.  O B D $24.00
ir SHENANDOAH VINEYARDS ReZerve 2013
Amador County. Sweet oak and high ripeness are the dominant 
themes here, and, while fairly rich, the wine fails to find a clear 
Barbera voice. It leans to jammy sweetness without quite leaning 
too far, and, if admittedly a touch too hot for its own good at 
the finish, it will find fans among those whose taste for ripeness 
transcends varietal bounds.  1 B I $24.00

il SHENANDOAH VINEYARDS ReZerve 2011
Amador County. Sweet and sour in aroma at the same time, 
and smelling a bit of dried grapes with a slight tarry overlay, this 
wine goes from bad to worse in the mouth with a forceful streak 
of shrill, sharp acidity that drives it beyond all acceptability and 
into the leftovers bin.  1 T D $24.00
il SOBON Amador County 2012
Fruit is lost in this wiry wine’s rapid rush to edgy tartness, and 
what starts out as tangy turns downright sharp and sour along 
the way. This kind of acidy shrillness cannot be rationalized as 
varietal character, and we can think of no setting in which the 
wine would be welcome.  1 L D $14.00

ir STARK Damiano Vineyard Sierra Foothills 2012
Definitively Barbera in terms of its slightly stiff structure and very 
much showing the acidity for which the grape is known, Stark’s 
version could do with a little more fruity plumpness and breadth, 
but it is lively and long with a zesty, tart berry turn to its lasting 
finish. Set it aside for a couple of years of smoothing, or enjoy it 
while young as a partner to penne baked with tomatoes and 
fresh mozzarella.  O B I $34.00
ip TERRA D’ORO Amador County 2012
A bit dry on the nose and fundamentally limited in fruit from the 
first to the finish, this relatively stark middleweight shows but a 
bare glimmer of Barbera character to its even-drier-than-expected 
flavors, and it is quickly put down for the count by a one-two 
punch of acid and tannin.  1 B I $12.00

io UNTI Dry Creek Valley 2012
The Unti Barberas are essentially two peas in a pod and both are 
mightily inclined to tooth-tingling acid. While this one may not 
be quite as shrill as its younger mate, it is more than tart enough, 

and its problems are compounded by a marked earthy streak that 
obscures its otherwise tentative fruit.  1 B I $30.00
in UNTI Dry Creek Valley 2013
While we accept and appreciate the fact that Barbera can be a 
very acidic wine, this one has gone past any reasonable norm 
and is so souring and sharp that it sits perilously at the brink of 
disaster. Even fans of high acid will have their tolerances tested, 
and, for us, it is simply too much.  1 B I $30.00

iq URBAN LEGEND Cooper Ranch Sierra Foothills 2012
A bit vague as to variety and as ripe as it is fruity with a slight tilt 
to softness in balance, this full-bodied effort impresses as being 
both weighty and yet a bit underfilled. Its adjuncts of caramel 
and chocolate are left to stand on their own in the absence of 
central fruit, and undisguised heat gets the better of everything 
else at the end.  O B I $27.00

iq UVAGGIO Lodi 2012
Barbera’s predilection to acidy tightness is in plain evidence here, 
yet, while the wine displays plenty of brightness and bounce, it is 
a little too tangy relative to its modest stuffing. Its suggestions of 
tart cherries run all the way to the end, but it is wine that would 
be hard to call “fruity,” and we see its best place as a cleansing 
companion to milder sausages, creamy pastas and comparatively 
lighter meats.  1 L D $20.00

* it VINA MODA Sierra Foothills 2011
Fairly intense and very much keyed on the bright and close-to-
cranberry like qualities of bona fide Barbera, Vine Moda’s 2011 
version musters a good bit of fruity richness while adhering to 
the variety’s classic, acid-firmed lines. It does not lack for ripeness, 
yet it is never defined by it, and it stays in keen focus from front 
to back. It can be enjoyed now with savory, tomato-based dishes, 
and its overall structure makes it a fine candidate for a few years 
of additional cellaring.  1 B I $36.50
ir VINA MODA Sierra Foothills 2012
There is no question but that this bottling is very ripe, and that 
ripeness arguably stands in the way of varietal precision, but the 
wine makes up in large part for what it may lack in keen fruit by 
delivering plenty of juicy richness. It is full and slightly viscous on 
entry, yet enlivening varietal acidity arrives in the nick of time, 
and, if a little unruly and a bit too hot at the finish, it remains 
very rich right to the end.  1 T I $36.50

in VINA MODA Sierra Foothills 2010
Overt ripeness and distinct earthiness combine to push this one 
well wide of the mark in the nose, and, once past an unexpected 
prickle on entry, its otherwise muddled, patently unfruity, close-
to-brittle flavors fray and fall apart as souring acidity leaps to the 
fore and seizes total control.  1 B D $36.50
iq YORBA Shake Ridge Vineyards Amador County 2009
The two Yorba Barberas share the same inclination to ripeness, 
and both are a bit heavy in gait, but the version from 2009 is the 
slightly preferred of the pair by dint of its complexing elements 
of coffee, clovey spice, cocoa and dark soils. It, too, has a relatively 
loose hold on fruit, and that grasp weakens as its flavors heat up 
and dry out at the finish.  1 B I $28.00

ip YORBA Shake Ridge Vineyards Amador County 2010
Big and blunt and always a bit shadowy with respect to defined 
Barbera fruit, this ample effort tips a little too far to chocolaty 
ripeness. It admittedly shows a fair bit of richness, but refinement 
is not part of its game, and its fruity shortfall leaves it exposed to 
acidy coarseness and obvious heat.  1 B I $30.00
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Zinfandel Madonna Spring Vineyard 2012, ** LEWIS Cabernet 
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Best Buys in the Market

The search for fine values among Cabernet Sauvignon is more often than not a task demanding of patience and 
few rewards, but the 2012 and 2013 vintages have turned out far more good buys than we have seen in some 
time. The well-crafted and curranty * HESS COLLECTION Allomi Napa Valley 2012 ($30.00) is joined by 
the substantial, yet nicely balanced * MIRO Reserve Silverwood Vineyard 2012 ($30.00) in outperforming 
a good many Cabernets costing two and even three times as much, and, if not quite as rich, the trim, wonder-
fully supple * RODNEY STRONG Sonoma County 2012 ($20.00) wins its place on the Best Buy roster by dint 
of keen fruity focus. The moderately deep, similarly well-focused * KENDALL-JACKSON Grand Reserve 
Sonoma County 2012 ($28.00) earns comfortable inclusion as well, and the precise, relatively complex * 
EDGE Napa Valley 2012 ($22.00) and the polished, insistently fruity * WELLINGTON Sonoma County 2011 

($22.00) are proof that good Cabernet does not need to break the bank. Among wines checking in a just less than full one-star endorsement, the 
precise, solidly structured CHESSMAN Santa Ynez Valley 2013 ($16.00) will improve with a few years of age, and the BOGLE California 2012 
($12.00), the CHIME California 2013 ($13.00) and the INSATIABLE California 2013 ($13.00) are honestly varietal, ready-to-drink Cabernets 
whose decidedly modest price tags make them go down all the easier.

Leading the way among this month’s eclectic roster of price-worthy white wines from varieties that call 
France’s Rhône region home, the *** DAOU Chemin de Fleurs Paso Robles 2013 ($36.00) may be a bit 
expensive for casual quaffing, but it marries Grenache Blanc, Viognier and Roussanne in a deep and beautifully 
composed wine whose impressions of layered complexity and impeccable crafting are rarely seen at the price. 
The bright and buoyant,  ** TABLAS CREEK Patelin de Tablas Blanc Paso Robles 2013 ($20.00), which 
similarly relies heavily on Grenache Blanc and Viognier, is one of the top white-wine values around, and the 
* 90-point ADELAIDA Estate Viognier Paso Robles 2013 ($25.00) is a very rich and well-concentrated 
working that is long on Viognier’s peachy fruit. The zesty, firmly balanced * ZACA MESA Viognier Santa 
Ynez Valley 2013 ($16.00) comes with the added bonus of being widely available, and its cellarmate, the 
well-ripened * ZACA MESA Z Blanc Santa Ynez Valley 2012 ($20.00) combines Roussanne, Marsanne and 
Viognier and gets the nod for its richness and fine vitality.

We are both surprised and bemused by Merlot’s ongoing lack of respect, but if that explains why so many 
attractive examples can be found at such reasonable prices, then we are not about to complain. The fruity and 
friendly * CA’ MOMI Napa Valley 2013 ($22.00), for example, is long on the varietal’s juicy, black cherry 
charms, and the well-balanced, generously filled * CHACEWATER Sierra Foothills 2012 ($21.00) is inviting 
right now but is bound to impress even more if allowed to rest for a years. KENDALL-JACKSON checks in 
with its second Best Buy mention this month for its * Grand Reserve Sonoma County 2012 ($26.00), and two 
wines from Washington State, the plump, well-ripened, Merlot-based * RYAN PATRICK Rock Island Red 
Wahluke Slope 2012 ($20.00) along with its comparatively simple, clean-as-can-be cellarmate, the bargain-
priced 85-point RYAN PATRICK Redhead Red Columbia Valley 2013 ($10.00) get a big thumbs-up vote for 
value in their respectively richer and somewhat more light-hearted styles. 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

WHITE RHÔNES

MERLOT
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May 2015 Index 
ZINFANDEL
  iq  AMADOR FOOTHILL Clockspring  2012
*   it  ARTEZIN Dry Creek Valley  2012
  ir  ARTEZIN Mendocino County  2013
  ip  BARBER Mr. Beast Topolos Vineyard  2013
**  jo  BELLA Rocky Ridge Vineyard Rockpile  2012
*   jl  BELLA Big River Ranch Alexander Valley 2012
*   it  BELLA Lily Hill Estate Dry Creek Valley  2012
  ir  BRAY Shenandoah Valley  2011
*   jl  CAROL SHELTON Rocky Reserve  2012
* GV  iu  CAROL SHELTON Monga Zin Old Vine  2013
*   is  CAROL SHELTON Karma Zin  2011
  ir  CAROL SHELTON Pizazz Old Vine  2012
  ir  CAROL SHELTON Wild Thing Old Vine  2013
* GV  is  CHILL HOUSE Paso Robles  2012
*   it  CLINE Live Oak Vineyard Contra Costa 2012
*   is  CLINE Big Break Vineyard Contra Costa 2012
* GV  is  CLINE Ancient Vines Contra Costa 2013
  iq  CLINE Meadowbrook Ranch Vineyard  2012
* GV  iu  DRY CREEK VINEYARD Heritage Vines  2013
*   iu  EASTON Old Vine Rinaldi Vineyard  2012
*   is  EASTON Fiddletown  2012
*   it  ELYSE Korte Ranch Vineyard St. Helena 2012
*   is  ELYSE Dry Creek Valley  2012
  ir  ELYSE Morisoli Vineyard Rutherford  2012

*   it  FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Primitivo  2012
*   is  FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Jack Rabbit Flat 2012
  ir  FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Old Vine  2012
  iq  FIGHTER PILOT RED Bailey Ranch  2013
**  jn  FRANK FAMILY Reserve Chiles Valley  2012
*   jl  FRANK FAMILY Napa Valley  2012
  ip  GREENWOOD RIDGE Scherrer  2013
  iq  HIGH VALLEY VINEYARD High Valley  2012
*   jl  KLINKER BRICK Marisa Old Vine Lodi  2012
  ir  KLINKER BRICK Old Vine Lodi  2012
  ir  LA STORIA Block 303 Alexander Valley  2013
  ir  LAVA CAP Reserve El Dorado  2012
  ir  METTLER Epicenter Old Vine Lodi  2012
*   iu  OLD GHOST Old Vine Lodi  2012
* GV  is  PEACHY CANYON Incredible Red  2012
*   is  PEJU Napa Valley  2012
**  jp  RENWOOD Special Reserve Fiddletown 2012
**  jn  RENWOOD Grand Wren  2012
**  jm  RENWOOD Musician’s Jack Rabbit Flat 2012
*   it  RENWOOD Merida Del Part Vineyard  2012
  ir  RENWOOD Flutist Sea of Grapes 2012
  iq  RENWOOD Special Reserve Grandpère  2012
**  jo  RIDGE GEYSERVILLE Alexander Valley  2013
*   iu  RIDGE East Bench Dry Creek Valley  2013

  ir  RIDGE Benito Dusi Vineyard  2013
*   is  ROCK WALL Alegria Vineyard  2013
  ir  ROCK WALL Jessie’s Vineyard  2013
  iq  ROCK WALL Monte Rosso Vineyard  2013
*   jl  ROTH Heritage Sonoma County  2012
  ip  SARAH’S Old Vine Santa Clara Valley  2010
  ir  SAXON BROWN Stonewall Block  2011
  iq  SAXON BROWN Fighting Brothers  2010
  iq  SHANNON RIDGE Two Bud Block  2012
* GV  it  SOBON Cougar Hill Amador County  2012
  ir  SOBON ReZerve Primitivo Amador 2012
  ir  SOBON Rocky Top Amador County  2012
     GV ir  SOBON Old Vines Amador County  2013
*   jl  STORYBOOK MTN Mayacamas Range  2012
  ir  SUMMERS Villa Andriana Two Acre  2012
  ir  SUMMIT LAKE Estate Howell Mountain 2012
* GV  is  TERRA D’ORO Amador County  2012
  iq  THACHER Reserve Triumvirate  2012
  ir  THE PRISONER Red Wine Napa Valley  2013
*   it  VIGILANCE Cimarron Lake County  2012
*   is  V. SATTUI Old Vine Russian River Valley 2012
  iq  V. SATTUI Black-Sears Vineyard  2012
*   iu  WILLIAMS SELYEM Papera Vineyard  2013
  ir  ZIN-PHOMANIAC Reserve Old Vines  2012
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  io  ALTA MARIA Santa Maria Valley  2013
*   is  ANABA Sonoma Coast  2012
  ir  BLAIR Roger Rose Vineyard Arroyo Seco 2013
  ir  CA’MOMI Napa Valley  2013
  iq  CLINE Sonoma Coast  2013
*   is  CORLEY Reserve Oak Knoll District  2013
  in  CORLEY Monticello Oak Knoll District  2013
*   iu  DAOU Reserve Paso Robles  2013
*   is  DEHLINGER Russian River Valley  2012
*   is  DOLIN Malibu Estate Vineyards  2012
*   it  DUTTON GOLDFIELD Dutton Ranch  2013
  ip  ETRE Sonoma Coast  2013
**  jm  FEL Anderson Valley  2013
*   jl  FEL Savoy Vineyard Anderson Valley  2013
  io  FOSSIL POINT Edna Valley  2012
*   jl  FRANK FAMILY Reserve Lewis Vineyard 2013
*   is  FRANK FAMILY Carneros  2013
  iq  FREI BROTHERS Reserve Russian River 2013
    GV iq  HELENA RANCH California  2013
**  jm  J VINEYARDS Bow Tie Vineyard  2013

*   it  AMADOR FOOTHILL Estate Bottled  2012
  ir  ANDIS Hannah’s Vineyard Amador  2012
  ir  ANDIS Cooper Ranch Amador County  2011
*   it  AUGUST RIDGE Kokopelli Vineyards  2011
*   iu  BELLAGRACE Amador County  2012
*   it  BELLAGRACE Reserve Amador County 2012
*   iu  BELLA LUNA Lot One San Benito 2010
*   is BINZ Sleeper-Crain Vineyard  2013
  iq  BLACKSMITH Napa Valley  2012
  iq  BOEGER The Barbeara El Dorado  2012
  ip  BOEGER El Dorado 2012
**  jm  BORJÓN Selección Amador County  2013
*   jl  BORJÓN Reserva Amador County  2012
* GV  jl  BORJÓN Reposado Amador County  2013
*   iu  BORJÓN Iscander Diferente  2012
*   it  BORJÓN Reposado Amador County  2012
*   is  BORJÓN Complejo Amador County  2012
  iq  BRAY Shenandoah Valley  2011
  iq  CARDELLA L’aquedotto Vineyard  2011
  io  CARDELLA L’aquedotto Vineyard  2012
*   iu  DILLIAN Reserve Shenandoah Valley  2012

*   iu  J VINEYARDS Strata Russian River  2013
*   iu  J VINEYARDS Russian River Valley  2013
  im  JACKHAMMER Central Coast  2013
*   jl  JOSEPH PHELPS Freestone Vineyard  2013
*  GV  it  LA CREMA Sonoma Coast  2013
  iq  LAETITIA Estate Arroyo Grande Valley  2013
    GV ir  LAVA CAP Reserve El Dorado  2013
  io  LINE 39 California  2013
**  jm  LORING Sierra Mar Vineyard  2013
*   jl  LORING Rosella’s Vineyard Santa Lucia 2013
*   it  LORING Parmalee-Hill Vineyard  2013
*   it  LORING Santa Lucia Highlands  2013
*   jl  LUCIA Santa Lucia Highlands  2013
*   is  PATLAND Napa Valley  2013
  ip  PEJU Persephone Vineyard Napa Valley 2013
*   it  PRIDE Vintner’s Select Cuvée Sonoma 2013
***  jr  RAMEY Hyde Vineyard Carneros  2012
**  jp  RAMEY Platt Vineyard Sonoma Coast  2012
**  jn  RAMEY Ritchie Vineyard Russian River 2012
**  jm  RAMEY Woolsey Road Vineyard  2012

  iq  DILLIAN Shenandoah Valley  2012
  ir  DRYTOWN Amador County  2013
* GV  jl  EASTON Cooper Ranch  2011
* GV  iu  EASTON Monarch Mine Vineyard  2012
*   it  EASTON Cooper Ranch  2010
*   it  EASTON Monarch Mine Vineyard  2011
*   is  EASTON Cooper Ranch  2012
  iq  EASTON Monarch Mine Vineyard 2010
  iq  FIDDLETOWN CELLARS Reserve  2012
*   jl  HELWIG Frenchmen’s Creek  2013
*   is  HELWIG Shenandoah Valley  2012
  ir  HELWIG Amador County  2013
*   jl  LAS POSITAS Livermore Valley  2012
*   iu  LAS POSITAS Reserve Livermore Valley  2012
* GV  jl  LAVA CAP El Dorado  2012
* GV it  MACCHIA Infamous Cooper Ranch  2013
  ir  MACCHIA Righteous Linsteadt  2013
  iq  MACCHIA Delicious Lodi 2013
* GV  is  MONTEVINA Skyland Ridge Amador  2012
  io  NIGHTFALL Lodi  2011
*   is  OLD CREEK RANCH Estelle Vineyard  2011

**  jm  RAMEY Sonoma Coast  2012
*   iu  RAMEY Russian River Valley  2012
  ir  ROCK WALL Estate Russian River Valley 2013
  iq  RODNEY STRONG Sonoma County  2013
*   is  SARAH’S VINEYARD Estate Santa Clara 2012
  ir  SARAH’S VINEYARD Santa Cruz Mtns  2012
  iq  SARAH’S VINEYARD Central Coast  2012
**  jo  SAXON BROWN Hyde Vineyard  2012
*   is  SAXON BROWN Durell Vineyard  2012
  iq  SAXON BROWN Sangiacomo Vineyard  2012
*   is  SEQUOIA GROVE Napa Valley  2013
*   it  SIGNORELLO Hope’s Cuvée Napa Valley 2013
  ir  SONOMA-CUTRER Sonoma Coast  2013
   GV  ir  ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County  2013
  iq  TESTAROSSA Cuvée 107 Santa Lucia 2013
*   is  VERMEIL Dutton Ranch Russian River 2013
*   is  V. SATTUI Napa Valley  2013
*   iu  ZD Reserve Carneros  2013
  iq  ZD California  2013

*  is  OLD CREEK RANCH Honea Vineyard  2012
  iq  RANCHO ROBLE Estate Bottled  2010
  iq  RANCHO ROBLE Estate Bottled  2009
  io  SERA FINA Amador County  2012
  ir  SHENANDOAH VINEYARDS ReZerve  2013
  il  SHENANDOAH VINEYARDS ReZerve  2011
  il  SOBON Amador County  2012
  ir  STARK Damiano Vineyard  2012
  ip  TERRA D’ORO Amador County  2012
  io  UNTI Dry Creek Valley  2012
  in  UNTI Dry Creek Valley  2013
  iq  URBAN LEGEND Cooper Ranch  2012
  iq  UVAGGIO Lodi  2012
*   it  VINA MODA Sierra Foothills  2011
  ir  VINA MODA Sierra Foothills  2012
  in  VINA MODA Sierra Foothills  2010
  iq  YORBA Shake Ridge Vineyards Amador 2009
  ip  YORBA Shake Ridge Vineyards Amador 2010
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